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Preface to the Third Edition 

The appearance of a third ,edition of this work has given me 
the opportunity to make so,me funher changes to improve its 
accuracy. Though I am still somewhat unsatisfied with the 
general presentation of Mlahayana philosophy in the first 
chapter, I folDld that a c<>mplete rewriting of this section 
would so disrupt the arti:stic integrity of the book that I 
should have to rewrite alnnost the entire work. The biblio
graphy has been brought: up to date, but it is no longer 
exhaustive. 

Mill Valley, California 
June, 1958 
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Preface to the First Edition 

I should never have been ablt: to write this book if it bad not 
been for the work of Profcsscor Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki of the 
Otani Buddhist College at K�yoto. It is to him that we of the 
West owe almost all our kno,wledgc of Zen, and I am deeply 
grateful to him for his permission to quote from many of his 
translations of the writings a11d sayings of Zen mastcn which 
appear in the following pages. This book will be to some 
their first introduction to Zeni, and I strongly advise them to 
turn afterwards to the three: volumes of Professor Suzuki's 
Essays in Zen B,,ddhism, wl1ere they will find the subject 
treated in the fullest way. 

I must also give special thanh to Mr Christmas Humphreys, 
President of the Buddhist Lodlge, London, for reading through 
my manuscript and making rnany valuable suggestions for its 
improvement. Indeed, I ow(c him funher thanks, for it was 
he who not only introducecl me to the work of Professor 
Suzuki but laid the foundaticlns of my knowledge of Budd
hism. For this I can never be:: sufficiently grateful. 

ALAN \V. WATTS 
Bromlty, Kent 
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Preface to the Second Edition 

Since this book was first "rrittcn, nearly twenty ycan ago, I 
have been enabled to lcan1 a great deal more, and in some 
ways a great deal less, abc,ut Zen Buddhism. Since 193 s a 
large amount of new infc>rmation about Zen has become 
available. Not only has Dr D. T. Suzuki published some five 
or six new works, but a ntumbcr of other authors-notably 
R. H. Blyth and Eugen lierrigel-have written imponant 
works from their fust-handl experience. Fresh information of 
a more strictly academic type has also become available 
through the laboun of Hu �ihih, Fung Yu-lan,Jacques Gcmct, 
Heinrich Dumoulin, and sc:veral others. Funhermore, I have 
had the privilege, denied t•o me before writing this book, of 
many conversations with Japanese exponents of Zen. including 
Dr Suzuki himself, Sokci--an Sasaki, Nyogcn Smzaki, and 
Sohaku Ogata. 

Perhaps as a result of the last-mentioned opponunity, I may 
be said to know a bit less a'bout Zcn than in 1935. For living 
Zen, as distinct from acadc�mic Zen, is above all a process of 
unlearning, of the abandorutncnt of ideology, of all fixed forms 
of thought and feeling whe1reby the mind tries to grasp its own 
life. Thus I do not really krlow what Zen is, bcca11sc Zen-the 
essential experience underl1ring Buddhism-is not a 'what'. It 
is not a thing, which is to sa.y an aspect of experience definable 
by a word or concept. Zen is closer to what Korzybski bas 
called the 'unspeakable' lcv·el of reality-the non-verbal, non
symbolic, and totally ind.:finable world of the concrete as 
distinct from the abstract. For all things, whether objects or 

13 
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The Spirit: of Zen • 

proccucs, are abstracted fronn experience by thinking and 
naming. As Buddhism said so many centuries before semantics 
and metalinguistics, 'Originaliy not one thing exists.' 

Therefore a book which p1urports to explain Zen is some
thing of a hoax in the respect that the more it succeeds in 
giving the reader an impression of intelligibility, the more it 
has failed to give understandiing. A proper exposition of Zen 
should 'tease us out of thoug�ht', and leave the mind like an 
open window instead of a panel of stained glass. 

The only important chang,e in this second edition is that it 
carries a completely new bibliography, which is, I believe, as 
complete a list of writings oJf Zen in European languages as 
may be found. This is an im:portant feature of a book which 
was never intended to be �mything more than a popular 
introduction to Zen, and made no claims to originality or 
depth of scholarship. Any mLajor changes in the body of the 
text would have been too e:xpensivc, though I would have 
liked to rewrite the discussio11L of Mahayana philosophy in the 
fust chapter and to modify n1uch of what was said about the 
koa,,. Some years of the study .of Chinese would also have 
tempted me to retranslate a u1umber of quotatiom and tech
nical phrases. I would also like to have given the alternative 
accowtt of the history of the introduction of Zen into China 
proposed by Hu Shih and F1mg Yu-Ian, which takes it back 
to Tao-sheng (A.D. 360-434), and regards the Bodhidharma 
story as somewhat legendary. 

In conclusion, I would lillce to say something about the 
present state of the study of 2:Cn in the Western world. In the 
past fifteen years or so, it ha�i become very widely known in 
Europe and America, and is c:xercising a great intellectual and 
artistic inftucncc. It is most i�ratifying that it has not, to any 
important extent, become a new fad in religious cults, with 
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Preface to th1e Second Edition 
organizations scck.ing convc:rts. Happily, Zen finds its place in 
the West as a study of sc:rious interest for three principal 
groups. 

In philosophical circles it is being fowid of special relevance 
to those: who arc looking for a step beyond the important 
insights of logical positivism and scientific empiricism. For 
W estcm philosophy sccmlcd to have reached a point of 
impasse, at which it must ci1thcr 'closc up shop' or break loosc 
from the vicious circle of veirbal spcc,,Jation. Among scientists, 
its interest has ba11 chicJRy for psychotherapists and for 
students of the new sciet1ces of languagc-scmantics and 
metalinguistics. Not only :arc the states of mind involved in 
Zen-practice of great psych.ological interest, but their ways of 
releasing thought and actio11 from vicious circles suggest many 
practical applicatiom. 

In the world of art, the :influence of Zen is more indirect, 
and is sca1 in the great indel>tcdncss of contemporary architec
ture and ceramics in the Uruted States to Japanese feelings for 
space and texture. One sho,uld not forget to mention, also, the 
work of the potter Bernard Leach in England, nor to remem
ber that nearly thirty years ago Georges Duthuit called atten
tion to this trend in his Chiinese Mysticism and Modem Painting. 

But in all these instances it is not quite correct to say that a 
'Zen influence' is simply being imported and imitated. It is 
rather a casc of deep answe1ring to deep, of tendencies already 
implicit in Western life w�lich leap into actuality through an 
outside stimulus. So far as �Zen is concerned, this must always 
be the way, for as a verse in the Zmrin Kushu says: 

If you do no1t get it from younclf. 
Where will )rou go for it? 

ALAN W. WATTS 

San Francisco, 1954 
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A short time ago un Buddhllm was almost entirely unknown 
to the West, with the exce1,tion of a few Orientalists whose 
interest in the subject was primarily academic. Before the Fint 
World War there was only <>ne work on Zen in any European 
language Kaiten N,,kariya's &ligion of the Samurai-and a 
few scattered references in books on Buddhism in general. It 
was not witil Professor D. 1r. Suzuki of Kyoto published the 
fust volume of his Essays in Zm Buddhism in 1927 that there 
was any work presented so �, to excite the interest of the West 
with any effect, and at the sa�me time to convey something of 
the real spirit of Zen. Subscq,1cntly Professor Suzuki published 
two more volumes of Essa1,s, and it is largely owing to his 
work that we know anythin1g of the subject at all. The result 
of his labours bas been a swij:dy increasing interest in Zen, not 
confined only to professed :students of Oriental philosophy. 
Zen is so markedly diffcrenlt from any other form of Bud
dhism, one might even say lfrom any other form of religion, 
that it has roused the curitosity of many who would not 
ordinarily look to the 'unpr�tctical' East for practical wisdom. 

Once that curiosity is aro,�scd it is not easily set at rest, for 
Zen has a peculiar fucinati,on for minds weary of conven
tional religion and philosopl�y. From the start Zen dispenses 
with all f ornu of theoriz.atic,n, doctrinal instruction and lif c
less formality; these are trcatc:d as the mere symbols of wisdom, 
and Zen is founded on praotice and on an intimate, personal 
experience of the reality to ,which most fornu of religion and 
philosophy come no nearer than an intellectual or emotional 
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The S11irit of Zen 
dtsaiption. That is not to saly that Zen is the only true path 
to Enlightenment; it has bcCJn said that the difference between 
Zen and other forms of rclii�on is that 'all other paths wind 
slowly up the mountain-side, but un, like a Roman road, 
thrusts all obstacles aside at1ld moves in a direct line to the 
Goal'. After all, creeds, dog1nas and philosophical systems arc 
only ideas about the truth, iJ1 the same way as words arc not 
facts but only about facts, w:bcrcas Zen is a v :gorous attempt 
to come into direct contact \\rith the truth itself without allow
ing theories and symbols to stand betwcc11 the knower and the 
known. In a ccrtam sense Zen is feeling life instead of feeling 
something about life; it has n(o patience with second-hand wis
dom, with someone else's description of a spiritual experience, 
or with mere conceptions :md belie&. While second-hand 
wisdom is valuable as a sigi1post pomting the way, it is too 
easily taken for the path itscllf or even for the goal. So subtle 
arc the ways in which descriptions of truth may pose as truth 
itself that Zen is often a fom1 of iconoclasm, a breaking down 
of the mere intellectual ima�;es of the living reality, knowable 
only by personal experience. 

But it is in its methods o,f instruction that Zen is unique. 
There is no doctrinal teaclung, no study of scriptures, no 
formal programme of spirit:ual development. Apart from a 
few collections of sermons l,y the earlier Zen masters, which 
are the only attempts at a ,,,tional exposition of its teachings, 
almost the whole of our l'ccords of Zen instruction arc a 
number of dialogues (mond��) between the masters and their 
disciples which seem to pa·y so little attention to the usual 
standards of logic and sounld reasoning as to appear at first 
sight to be nonsense. Thcrie arc a number of commentaries 
upon these dialogues, and al large collection of short poems 
such as arc fowid m Chineste and Japanese pictures, but from 
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the intellectual standpoint thc!SC have little more meaning than 
the dialogues themselves. So baffling arc these records that 
Wieger could only describe Zen literature as 'nombrc d'in
folio rcmplis de reponscs incoherentes, �cs • • • Cc nc 
sont pas, comme on I' a sup,pose, des allusions a des aifaircs 
intcrieures, qu'il faudrait co11Jnaitre pour pouvoir comprendre. 
Cc sont des exclamations echappees a des abrutis, momcntanc
ment tires de leur coma.' 

But it is easy to be led astray by outward appearances, and 
just as the highest and the lowest notes arc equally inaudible, 
so, perhaps, is the greatest sense and the greatest nonsense 
equally unintelligible. But 2� docs not attempt to be intel
ligible, that is to say, capal>lc of being understood by the 
intellect. The method of Zc:n is to baffie, excite, puzzle and 
exhaust the intellect until it is realized that intellection is only 
thinging about; it will provo:ke, irritate and again exhaust the 
emotions until it is realized tlliat emotion is only feeling about, 
and then it contrives, when the disciple has been brought to 
an intellectual and cmotiorial impasse, to bridge the gap 
between second-hand, concieptual contact with reality, and 
first-hand experience. To efltcct this it calls into play a higher 
faculty of the mind, known as intuition or Buddhi, which is 
sometimes called the 'Eye of: the Spirit'. In short, the aim of 
Zen is to focus the attention ion reality itself, instead of on our 
intellectual and emotional rc:actions to reality-reality being 
that ever-changing, ever-growing, indefinable something 
known as 'life', which will never stop for a moment for us to 
fit it satisfactorily into any rigid system of pigeon-holes and 
ideas. 

Thus anyone who attempts to write about Zen has to 
encounter unusual difficulties; he can never explain, he can 
only indicate; he can only g<> on setting problenu and giving 

19 
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The Spiirit of Zen • 

hints which at best can bring the reader tantalizingly nearer to 
the truth, but the moment J�c attempts any fixed definition 
the thing slips away, and the: definition is seen to be no more 
than a philosophical conception. Zen cannot be made to fit 
into any '-ism' or '-ology'; it is alive and cannot be dissected 
and analysed like a corpse. 1rherefore, if we have any doubts 
about the sense and sanity off the sayings of the Zen masters, 
let us, to begin with, give them the benefit of the doubt, and 
assume that there is wisdomt in their complete disregard for 
logic. For instance, master Wu Tsu says, 'Let me take an 
illustration from a fable. A ciow passes through a window. Its 
head, horns, and the four leg!; pass over easily, but only the tail 
cannot pass through. Why c:an't it?' Or again, a monk came 
to master Chao-chou and �LSked, 'I have just come to this 
monastery. Would you mind giving me some instruction, 
please?' The master said, 'H.lvc you eaten your breakfast yet, 
or not?' •ves, I have, sir.' '1rhen wash your bowls.' It is said 
that as a result of this c,onvcrsation the monk became 
enlightened. 

Whether this is madness c,r not, the fact remains that ho 
bas profoundly influenced tl1c whole culture of the Far East, 
and it is by its translation into• thought and action that we must 
test the value of the inward �;pirit, however incomprehensible 
it may seem. W cstcmcrs m11St often have wondered how the 
great anistic achievements of the Far East have obtained that 
subtle and indefinable qualic,, which gives them a unique place 
among the creations of the l1uman spirit. The answer is that 
it comes from Zen a way· of life whose vital part in the 
history of Chinese and Japaincsc civilization has, until recent 
ycan, been much undercsti11nated, for it is only recently that 
we have been given any clu•e as to what 2m itself is • 
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The Or��ins of Zen 

Just as it is impossible to CXJ?lain the beauty of a SWlSCt to a 
mao blind from his birth, so is it impossible for sages to find 
any words which will express their wisdom to men of lesser 
undentaoding. For the wisdom of sages is not in their 
teachings; otherwise anybod)f might become a sage simply by 
reading the Bhagavad-Gita, tl1e Dialogues of Plato or the Bud
dhist Scriptures. As it is, one may study these books for a life
time without being any the ,wiser, for to seek Enlightenment 
in words and ideas {to borrow a phrase from Dr Trigant 
Burrow) is like expecting 'die sight of a menu-card to reach 
and satisfy the inner processes of a hungry man'. Nothing, 
however, is easier than to co,nfuse the wisdom of a sage with 
bis doctrine, for in the absence of any understanding of truth 
another man's description ojf his understanding is easily mis
taken for truth itself. Y ct it is no more truth than a sign post is 
the town to which it points .. Gautama the B,,ddl,a (Enlight
ened One) was careful to avoid any descriptions of the 
illumination which he founcl while sitting one night under a 
giant fig-tree at Gaya, .and we are told that when be was 
questioned upon the ultima.te mysteries of the universe he 
'maintained a noble silence'. He never tired of saying that his 
doctrine (Dharma) was co11cemcd only with the Way to 
Enlightenment, and he nc1.rcr claimed it as a revelatio,, of 
Enlightenment. Hence the ]Buddhist verse: 

When they curiously qucstio1ri thee, seeking to know what It is, 
Do not affirm anything, and 1do not deny anything. 

21 
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For whatsoeVer is affirmed is not true, 
And whatsoever is denied is 11ot true. 
How shall anyone say truly lVhat That may be 
While he bas not himself fully won to What Is? 
And, after he has won, what word is to be sent from a Region 
Where the chariot of speech :finds no track on which to go? 
Therefore, to their qucstioooags offer them silence only, 
Silence-and a finger pointinJg the Way. 

Even so, the followcn oif the Buddha have sought En
lightenment in that fmger i1istcad of going whither it points 
into the silence; they have revered and depended upon the 
records of his sayings as if t]�ey enshrined his wisdom, yet in 
so doing they have made th,ose records not only a shrine but 
the tomb in which the dcadl carcass of his wisdom is buried. 
Enlightenment, however, is living and cannot be fixed down 
into any form of words; t:herefore the object of the ?.en 
School of Buddhism is to go beyond words and ideas in order 
that the original insight of tl�e Buddha may be brought back 
to life. It regards this insi1�ht as the one important thing; 
scriptures are no more than devices, mere temporary ex
pedients, for showing where it may be found. It never makes 
the mistake of confusing tcaclungs with wisdom, for essentially, 
Zen is that 'something' which makes the clliference between a 
Buddha and an ordinary man; it is Enlightenment as distinct 
from doctrine. 

Like so many of the kc,r words of Oriental philosophy, 
'Zen' has no exact equivalent: in English. It is a Japanese word, 
derived from the Chinese C,h' an or Ch' an-na which is in tum 
a transliteration of the Sanslmt Dhyana, usually translated as 
'meditation'. This is a mislc:ading translation bcca,,se to the 
Englishman 'meditation' mems little more than deep thought 
and rdlcction, whereas in Y•:>ga psychology Dhyana  is a high 
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The S11irit of Zen f ' 

state of conscio11sncss in w:bich man finds 11nion with the 
Ultimate Reality of the uni,vcrse. The same is true of Ch'an 
and Zen, except that the Chmcsc mentality preferred to find 
this union less through soli�iry meditation in the jungle than 
through the work of cvcryd�y life. There is nothing • other
wordly' about Zen, for it is �t constant attitude of mind just as 
applicable to washing clothes as to pcrf orming religious offices. 
and whereas the Yogi retires from the world to achieve his 
Dhyana, Zcn is found in a m4onastic comm,,nity where master 
and disciples share all the w,ork of supporting the monastery 
-growing rice, gardming, cooking, chopping wood and 
keeping the place dean, ThlllS if'Zcn' is to be translated at all, 
the nearest equivalent is 'Enlightenment', but even so Zen is 
not only Enlightenment; it iis also the way to its attainment. 

There is a tradition that Zen originated at the mommt when 
the Buddha attained his supreme insight into the mysteries of 
life that night at Gaya in the:: Fifth U'Dtury 1.c. That insight 
was handed down through :a line of twenty�ght Patriarchs 
until it came to a certain Bodhidharma, who brought un to 
China in the Sixth Century �,.D. Legends say that this insight 
was passed from one to the o·thcr without any intermediary of 
scriptures or doctrinal tcacbi1ng; it was a • direct transmission', 
a comm,rnication which pa:sscd immcdiatdy from mind to 
mind, understandable only b�r that person who was far mough 
developed to grasp his master's Enlightenment. While this 
'Secret Message' was being carried on, the followcn of the 
Buddha were forming themlSC!ves into many diKercnt sects, 
which fell into two main diivisions-the Mahayana (Greater 
V chical of the Law) and th•: Hinayana (Lesser V chide), the 
latter being a term of cont•�pt invented by the adherents 
of the former. The diKcrcncc between the two was largely 
the result of a dispute over the authority of CCI rain sets of 
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The Origins of Zen 
scriptures. None of the Bud,dha' s teachings was committed to 
writing until at least 150 ycln after his death; until that time 
they were repeated from memory and so were given a 
tabulated and mechanical fo1rm particularly unattractive to the 
W cstcm student. The inevitable result was that they became 
full of monkish intcrpolatioins (sec Mn Rhys Davids' Outlint 
of Buddhism), and though it is generally assumed that the Pali 
vcnion is more original than the Sanskrit scriptures of the 
Mahayana, there is little dotnbt that even these have wandered 
far from the actual words o,f the Buddha. The Hinayana or 
Theravada (Way of the Elders) is composed of those who 
accept only the Pali vcnion, known as the Tipitaka ( the Three 
Baskets). So convinced arc 1they that this version contains the 
last word of the Buddha's wisdom that they refuse to recognize 
any ideas or precepts which ilt docs not include, and because its 
instructions arc largely concc:mcd with matters of conduct, the 
psycho-physical analysis of man, and the monastic regimen, 
the Hinayana has become a iformal and rigid, almost material
istic, school of thought. F1rom the time of its origin to the 
present day its philosophy �tas neither changed nor grown in 
any imponant respect. �rhc Sanskrit scriptures of the 
Mahayana, on the other ha11td, arc composed chiefly of meta
physical discourses, which ·were continually elaborated and 
subjected again and again to Jfrcsh interpretations. Geographic-
ally, the Hinayana is confm,ed to the southern part of Asia
Ceylon, Burma and Siam-·whilc the Mahayana went north
wards to China, Tibet, Mon.golia, Korea and Japan. Whereas 
the Hinayana docs not differ importantly from country to 
country, the Mahayana cmlbraces a number of distinct sects, 
ranging from the highly ritualistic Lamaism of Tibet; to the 
fresh simplicity of Zen in Ja.pan. 

Both Hinayana and Marulyana Buddhism have a common 
25 
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basis in the elementary principles of the Buddha's doctrine. 
Bridly, this doctrine is that man suffers bcca•ise of his craving 
to possess and keep for eve:r things which are essentially 
impermanent. Chief among these things is his own penon, 
for this is his means of isolatu1g himself from the rest of life, 
his castle into which he can 1rctrcat and from which he can 
assert himself against external forces. He believes that this 
fortified and isolated position is the best means of obtaining 
happiness; it enables him to 61ght against change, to strive to 
keep pleasing things for hims4elf, to shut out suffering and to 
shape circumstances as he wiJlls. In short, it is his means of 
resisting life. The Buddha tau1�ht that all things, including this 
castle, arc essentially impermanent and that as soon as man 
tries to possess them they sli:p away; this frustration of the 
desire to possess is the immccliatc cause of suffering. But he 
went further than this, for he: showed that the fwidamental 
cause is the delusion that man can isolate himself from life. A 
false isolation is achieved by id1entifying himself with his castle, 
the person, but because this c:astlc is impermanent it bas no 
abiding reality, it is empty of,any 'self-nature' (atta) and is no 
more the Self than any other c:hanging object. What, then, is 
the Self? The Buddha rcmaiEtcd silent when asked this qu� 
tion, but he taught that man will find out only when he no 
longer identifies himself with his person, when he no longer 
resists the external world frou1 within its fortification, in fact, 
when he makes an end of his hostility and his plwidering 
expeditions against life. In •contrast to this philosophy of 
isolation the Buddha proclaimled the unity of all living things 
and charged his followers to replace this hostility by divine 
compassion ( karuna ). The pra.cticc of this teaching brings the 
disciple to the state of Nirvar.aa, the end of suffering and the 
extinction of selfishness, the c:ondition of eternal bliss which 
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The O,rigins of Zen 
no words can describe. In addition to this philosophy of life, 
the Buddha incorporated into his doctrine the ancient prin
ciples of Karma {the law of conditioned action) and its corol
lary Rebinh or Reincarnation (sec Appendix 11). These imply 
that death is no escape fro1n suffering, for 'each man's life the 
outcome of his former livintg is'; death is only a temporary rest, 
and man must work out lw. own deliverance through number
less lives until he attains tl1c final Enlightenment. However, 
few 7.cn Buddhists interpret the doctrine of rebinh quite so 
literally. To be reborn is r;a.ther to be under the illusion that a 
continuing ego survives fro•m moment to moment, to feel that 
I who sit here am truly I W'ho came in at the door ten minutes 
ago. 

So fu both Mahayana aind Hinayana arc in agreement, but 
they disagree over the Bud!dha's silence on the question of the 
Self. What is found whe111 man no longer resists life from 
behind the barrier of his p:non? Because the Buddha denied 
the existence of any 'self-n�ture' in the pcnon, the Hinayana 
takes this to mean that thcirc is no Self at all. The Mahayana, 
on the other hand, conside1rs that a true Self is found when the 
false one is renounced. W1icn man neither identifies himself 
with his penon nor uses it ,as a means of resisting life, he finds 
that the Sclf is more than his own being; it includes the whole 
11nivcrse. The Hinayana, r�ealiziog that no single thing as such 
is the Self, is content with that rcali�tion; hence it is a denial 
of life, conceiving Enlightc:nment only as the negative attain
ment of understanding that all separate entities arc anatta 
without self, and aniaa--without permanence. But the 
Mahayana completes this denial with an affirmation; while 
denying the existence of self in any particular thing, it finds i t  
in the total interrelatedness of all things. Thus Enlightenment 
is to deny the self in the castle, to realize that Self is not this 
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pcnon called 'I' as distinct frofm that person called 'You', but 
that it is both 'I' and 'You' anc� everything else included. The 
Mahayana therefore affirms life by declaring that all things are 
the Self, instead of denying it by saying only that in each 
thing, taken separately, there, is no self. Yet fundamentally 
there is no disagreement on this point between Mahayana and 
Hinayana; the difference is that the former goes funher than 
the latter. Furthermore, Mahayana philosophy designates the 
true Self by the term sunyata c,r 'voidness' to show, not that it 
is merely nothing, but that it surpasses every idea which the 

· mind can form. Reality catltnot be grasped in the idea of 
Being, bcca11sc Being is mcarungless apart from Non-being, 
and vice versa. The true Self iis not an idea but an experience 
-the experience which com.cs to pass when the mind has 
voided every metaphysical pr,emisc, every idea with which it 
attempts to grasp the nature c,f the world. 

.. 

But this difference in thec,ry gave rise to an important 
difference in practice. The Hin1ayanist, because of his negative 
ideal, regards the highest form of man as he who simply attains 
his Nirvana, his release, throuigh the realization of a,,atta and 
anicca, and leaves it at that. Stich a one is known as an Arhan 
as distinct from a Bodhisattva, the ideal man of Mahayana 
philosophy. Herc is one wh<> is not content with the mere 
attainment of Nirvana; the E�odhisattva feels that he cannot 
enjoy eternal bliss while other beings suffer, bccat1sc he knows 
that there is no essential difference between them and � 
and his Nirvana cannot be C()•mplcte if they do not share it. 
Because he affirms all life as thee Self he regards all beings as his 
• other selves', and for him Nirvana is a vanity and a selfishness 
if there is a single creature still unenlightened. Thercf ore after 
countless lives of painful striviJ1g against self-delusion he attains 
the right to eternal bliss, only to renounce it in order that he 
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The Origins of Zen 
may work for the enlightet1ment of every living thing. The 
ideal of the Bodhisattva imJ>lics the most complete acceptance 
of life, for the Bodhisattva can exclude nothing and neglect 
nothing because he idcntific:s himself with everything. 'For
going self, the universe i�rows I.' Therefore Keyser ling 
describes him as he 'who says yes to the most evil world, for 
he knows himself to be one� with it. Rid of himself, he feels 
his fowidation in God, his s11rface, however, intertwined with 
everything which exists. T'hus he must love all beings as he 
loves himself, thus he caruiot rest witil everyone mirrors the 
divinity in everything.' 

In Mahayana philosophy this divinity, the Self, was known 
as the Buddha-nature-the� ultimate, eternal and universal 
principle of which all thin�; arc manifestations. In Sanskrit it 
is called Tathata or 'Suchnes:i', a term which has a close affinity 
with the Chinese Tao or the 'Way of things'. This principle is 
described as the Buddha-nature because to be a Buddha means 
that one has realized one's iclentity with T athata, with the one 
true Self which is not conditioned by distinctions between 'I' 

d 'Y ' 'M ' d 'Min ' 'This' d 'Tha ' I be an ou , c an ie , an t • t may 
natural for us to seek some e,xplanation for man's ignorance of 
the Buddha-nature, to disc•:>ver why, if the Self includes all 
things, man should imagine that it exists only in his own per
son. This is the old problecn: if all things are the One, why 
does the One become the Mmy? If there is but one Self, why 
do men imagine that there are many selves? 

To these questions MaruLyaoa Buddhism gives no verbal 
answer save to point out tlt.at questions asked under illusion 
are themselves part of the illusion. To the awakened con
scio,,sncss of a Buddha the ()ne has not btcomt the Many; it is 
the Many, for as the Hriday41 Sutra says, 'Form is not different 
from emptiness (sunyata); emptiness is not different from 
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forni. Form is precisely en1ptincss; en1ptiness is precisely 
form.' Nor is the ignorant umgination that there arc many 
selves in his eyes a problem demanding an explanation, for 
the Vimalakirti Sutra declares that ignorance and delusive 
notions (kltsa) arc not diffe1rent from Enlightenment. An 
ordinary man is in truth a Butddha just as he is, and if he asks, 
•why, then, don't I know it?' the Mahayana and Zen alike 
would reply, •Why do you as], the question?' In other words, 
this is a way of asking, •oo you rtally feel that you arc a 
separate self? Sec if you can experience what you call your 
ego concretely. Discover tlae actual sensation which you 
interpret as your self-hood, a11d sec whether it may not have 
been misinterpreted. Tum yc•ur attention to actual first-band 
concrete experience and do n.ot be misled by ideas and con
ceptions about it.' 

Therefore from the very start Zen aimed at clearing aside 
all defmitions, intellectual con,cepts and spca,Jations; this it did 
with the most uncompromisiittg thoroughness. It proclaimed 
at once that both Nirvana and Samsara arc the same thing, and 
that to look for the former ,outside the latter and to try to 
reach it by the conventional pc:rformance of meritorious deeds 
is a mere absurdity. Nirvana is here and now, in the midst of 
Samsara, and there is no ques.tion of its being a state of one
ness as distinct from a state c>f many-ness at all; everything 
depends upon one's own innc� realization. A wise man will 
sec Nirvana at once in the or,:linary things of life; a fool will 

. philosophize about it and thir.Jc of it as something else, yet 

-

An old pine tree preaches wisdom, 
And a wild bird .is aying out Truth, 

and when master Tung-shan vm asked, •What is the Buddha?' 
he replied, •Three powids of flax.' The whole technique 0£ 
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The OrigJins of Zen 
Zen was to jolt people out of' their intellectual ruts and their 
conventional morality. The 11nasters asked awkward and un
answerable questions; they maide fun of logic and metaphysics; 
they turned orthodox philosc,phy upside down in order to 
make it look absurd. Thus we have master Te-shan say
ing, 'Nirvana and Bodhi (Enlightenment) arc dead stumps to 
tic your donkey to. The twel,,e divisions of the scriptures arc 
only lists of ghosts and sheets o,f paper fit to wipe the din from 
your skin. And all your four merits and ten stages arc mere 
ghosts lingering in their decayi11g graves. Can these have any
thing to do with your salvatic•n?' 

Zen was first introduced llilto China by Bodhidharma in 
�.D. 527. Practically nothing is known of its history in India, 
and it is probable that Bodhidliarma himself only suggested it 
to the Chinese who evolved it :into its present unique form. A 
story is told that Bodhidhairma was brought before the 
Emperor Wu, who was anxio,us to sec this great sage and to 
obtain from him some appro·val of his own devout worb. 
Jncreforc he asked Bodhidhal'ma: 

'W c have built temples, cc>pied holy scriptures, ordered 
monlts and nuns to be convened. Is there any merit, Reverend 
Sir, m our conduct?' 

'No merit at all.' 
The Emperor, somewhat tal�cn aback. thought that such an 
wcr was upsetting the whole teaching, and mquircd again: 

'What, then, is the holy trutth, the first principle?' 
'In vast emptiness there is nc>thing holy.' 
'Who, then, arc you to stan1d before me?' 
'I know not, your Majesty.' 
Bodhidharma is always depicted by Chinese and Japanese 

artsists as a fierce old man witll a great black beard and large, 
�trating eyes. Very little is :known about him or his work, 
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The ��pirit of Zen 

and apparently he brought: no specific message or teaching to 
China at all; his inftucnce idcpcndcd not upon what he did or 
said, but upon what he wias, and in neither of his two other 
recorded interviews with �us disciples docs he make any state
ment of his teaching. Sha.ng Kwang (Hui-K' e ), his spiritual 
successor, had to wait s,tanding outside the cave where 
Bodhidharma was meditatiing for a whole week bcf ore he was 
admitted. All the time it "'as snowing, but Shang Kwang was 
so determined to find out ]Bodhidharma's secret that he with
stood frost-bite and even .,went to the extreme of cutting off 
his left arm and prcscntinf� it to the master in order to show 
that he would make any sacrifice for the privilege of being his 
pupil. At last he was admitted, but Bodhidharma would not 
give any explanations. All he did was to set him a puzzle 
which somehow opened his eyes to the truth. Shang Kwang 
said: 

•1 have no peace of min.d. Might I ask you, Sir, to pacify 
my mind?' 

•Bring out your mind here bcf ore me,' replied Bodhid-
harma. ·1 shall pacify it!' 

•But it is impossible for me to bring out my mind.' 
'Then I have pacified yc,ur mind!' 
A short time after Bodhidharma's death someone reported 

that he had seen him amo11g the mountains on the way back 
to India, walking barefoo,ted and carrying one shoe in his 
hand. Therefore the mastc�r' s grave was opened, and all that 
was found was the single s:boc that he had left behind I 

• 

For nine ycan he had rcmain•:d and nobody knew him; 
Carrying a shoe in bis hand he went home quietly, without ceremony. 

Perhaps it is hard to sec anything in such an absurd story as that 
of Bodhidharma's career �,hich could have altered the whole 
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The Ori��ins of Zen 
nistory of the Far East. An ci•ld man comes over from India, 
is very rude and abrupt with t1�e Emperor, refuses to sec a poor 
wretch who wants some instruction until he has cut off his 
arm, and then only says somet:hing quite unintelligible. Finally 
he is seen walking about wi1th a shoe in his hand. And yet 
from that time there began s,omething which inspired artists 
and writers, soldiers and statesmen, something whic.h has 
influenced the cultures of China and Japan more than any 
other single factor. The tru1th was that Bodhidharma had 
found wisdom which could conly be transmitted to someone 
prepared to receive it, and th,en it was a wisdom which could 
not be put into any intellec,tual formula. Only those who 
wanted it so much that, like Shang Kwang, they were pre
pared to give anything for it could understand. To others it 
was nonsense, and the abs1urd legends which have been 
attached to Bodhidharma pr,obably originated from a desire 
to emphasize his m1conven1:ionality and to give him that 
slightly humorous atmosphere which always seems to attach 
itself to the exponents of Zm. Almost all the pictures of 
Bodhidharma by Zen artists seem to have been calculated to 
raise a smile. ., 

It is the humorous aspect of Zen which shows one of its 
important affmities with Taloism, for a similar absence of 
pompous gravity and serio11Sncss is found in some of the 
sayings of Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu. During the years fol
lowing the death of Bodhidlaarma and the beginning of Zen 
as it is known to-day it must undoubtedly have come into 
close contact with Taoist teachings, for in the sayings of the 
later mastcn the word 'Tao' ils often used synonymously with 
'Buddha-nature' or the 'Dhall'ma' (Law). Perhaps the secret 
of both 7.cn and Taoist hurnour was that neither took the 
objective world very scriousl�y; they made fun of the cumbcr-
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some intellect and of all forms of conventionality and pom. 
posity. When Chuang Tzu's wife died one of his disciples 
found him singing and bc�1ting time on a pot instead of in
dulging in pious mourning.. The disciple remonstrated: 

'To live with your wife �md then sec your eldest son grow 
up and be a man, and then not to shed a tear over her corpse 
-this would be bad enougl1. But to drum on a pot and sing; 
surely this is going too far.1t 

'Not at all,' replied the mlaster. 'When she died I could not 
help being affected by her ,death. Soon, however, I remem
bered that she had already existed in a previous state before 
birth. • • • And now, by virtue of a further change, she is dead, 
passing from one phase to another like the sequence of spring, 
summer, autunm and wintc:r. • • • For me to go about weep
ing and wailing would be tc, proclaim myself ignorant of thcce 
natural laws. Therefore I r,cfrain.' 

The particular humour of Zen is found in many of the 
pictures which the mastcn have painted of each other. 
Seldom do we find solenm and dignified personages, but 
rather lively caricatures of :absurdly fat or gnarled little men, 
roaring with laughter or swearing at some unfortunate dis
ciple who has been unabl,e to find a quick answer for an 
impossible question. There is one delightful picture of a little 
bald-headed man leaning oit1 a crooked staff with his tiny eyes 
sparkling with amusement :at two cocks having a scrap in the 
foreground, while another shows the venerated Sixth Patriarch 
(Hui Neng), wearing a felv shabby rags, engaged in pulling 
some holy scripture to piec:cs like a wild maniac. Frequently 
the Zen masters used to rdfer to each other as 'old rice-bags' 
and with other uncomplimlcntary terms, not out of any pro
fessional jealousy, but bcca.usc it amused them to think that 
they and their wise and Vctleratcd brothers were supposed by 
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The Oirigins of Zen 
. 
ordinary standards to be soi especially holy, whereas they had 
all realized that everything: was holy, even cooking-pots and 
odd leaves blown about l�y the wind, and that there was 
nothing particularly vener:nblc about themselves at all. There 

.. is another picture by Mu-c:h'i showing the master Hsicn-tzu 
chuckling at a shrimp, for whether it is a shrimp or a couple 
of cocks the Zen masters sceemed to find endless wonder and 
amusement in the most ordinary things. Perhaps their 
laughter is at the thought tltat such odd little creatures as these 
arc, just as much as men, cn:1bodimcnts of the sublime Buddha
nature. Or it may also be�, to quote Kcyscrling again, that 
'Spirit lacks all gravity ancl in so far sceriousncss. Seen from 
Spirit nothing is heavy; it takes all things lightly. Not only the 
concept of toil, even that of suffering finds no object in it. 
There is toil only from the point of view of Gana ( the Flesh); 
and man knows pain and S4orrow only as a acaturc of feeling 
and emotion. • • • Thus spiritual man must needs impress man 
of the earth as wanting in seriousness' (South Amtriam 
Mtditations, p. 373). 

But apart from its humour Zen has other connections with 
Taoism. Lao Tzu, the supposced founder of Taoism, is believed 
to have been a contcm1?orary of the Buddha (approx. 
6oo B.c.)1, and by the tim,e «n came to China the original 
philosophy of Lao Tzu ha�l long been overlaid with a wealth 
of mythology and superstition, for, 11nlikc Confucianism, it 
bad become the religion of the masses. The central concept of 

1 This is the date generally given, although some authorities hold 
that Lao Tzu is only a myth•:>logical character. Mr Arthur Waley 
gives the date of the Too Tth King (usually ascribed to Lao Tzu) as 
240 B.C. and believes that it c,nly became connected with the name 
of Lao Tzu at a later date. See his The Woy tmd its Powtr (London, 
1934), pp. 86, 99 and IOI • 
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original Taoism was that 1of the Tao a word that bas been 
translated as the Way, the :Law, God, Reason, Nature, Mean
ing and Reality. But actt1ally there is no one English word 
which can convey its true� meaning. The character 'Tao' is 
composed of symbols signiifying rhythm, or periodical move
ment, and intelligence, but:, as Lao Tzu himself says, 'The Tao 
which can be described in words is not the true Tao' and it is 
best to leave it untranslate,cl. Suffice it to say that the general 
idea behind Tao is that o:f growth and movement; it is the 
course of nature, the principle governing and ca11sing change, 
the perpetual movement ,of life which never for a moment 
remains still. To TaoismL that which is absolutely still or 
absolutely perfect is absolu1tely dead, for without the possibility 
of growth and change the1rc can be no Tao. In reality there is 
nothing in the universe which is completdy perfect or com
pletely still; it is only in tllc minds of men that such concepts 
have arisen, and it is just t:hosc concepts which, according to 
Taoism, arc at the root of'human misery. For man clings on 
to things in the vain hoJ;,c that they may remain still and 
perfect; he docs not reconc:ile himself to the fact of change; he 
will not let Tao take its ccoursc. Thus Lao Tzu and his great 
exponent, Chuang Tzu, �Lught that the highest form of man 
is he who adapts himself to, and keeps pace with the movement 
of Tao. He alone can find peace, for the fact that man notices 
and regrets change shows that he himself is not moving with 
the rhythm of life. Move11nent is only noticeable to something 
which is relatively still, but this is a false stillness because it 
creates friction with that '1'1rhich is moving. If man would keep 
pace with Tao he would jfind the true stillness, for he would 
be moving with life and friction would not arise. 

This doctrine can very ,easily degenerate into mere loisstz 
(oirt and thus Taoism c:ventually became an easy-going 
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The 0'rigins of Zen 
fatalism, whereas the original teaching was nothing of the kind. · For coupled with the doctrine of Tao is the teaching of wu
wti, the secret of masterinlg circumstances without asserting 
oneself against them. Wu-1�ti has been translated by so many 
Western scholars as non-action and by corrupt Taoism it was 
held to mean the same tJhlng. Actually it is the principle 
underlying ju-jutsu--a higlhly successful form of overcoming 
an opponent in wrestling--the principle of yielding to an on
coming force in such a wa)f that it is unable to harm you, and 
at the same time changini� its direction by pushing it from 
behind instead of attemptiJig to resist it from the front. Thus 
the skilled master of life n•cver opposes things; he never tries 
to change things by asserting himself against them; he yields 
to their full force and either pushes them slightly out of direct 
line or clsc moves them ri1�ht round in the opposite direction 
without ever encountering: their direct opposition. That is to 
say, he treats them positively; he changes them by acceptance, 
by taking them into his confidence, never by Bat denial. 
Perhaps .,,,,-wei can best l.c understood by contrast with its 
opposite, yu-wti. The cluLracter for yu is composed of two 
symbols-hand and moon--thus signifying the idea of clutch
ing at the moon as if it could be seized and possessed. But the 
moon eludes all attempts �at grasping, and can never be held 
still in the sky any more t�Wl circumstances can be prevented 
from changing by conscio1us striving. Therefore while yu is 
trying to clutch what is cl,LlSive (and Life as Tao is essentially 
elusive), wu is not only rirot clutching but also the positive 
acceptance of elusiveness and change. Thus the highest form 
of man makes himself a vac;uum so that all things arc drawn to 
him; he accepts cverythin.g until by including all things he 
becomes their roaster. It u; the principle of controlling things 
by going along with them, of mastery through adaptation. 
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In a certain sense the co11cept of Tao is more dynamic than 
the Mahayana idea of Tat1uta; the former is something per
petually moving, while the: latter is that which is unmoved in 
the midst of all clw1ges. llut the distinction between them is 
more apparent than real, £or only that which accepts change 
can remain unharmed and t:ruly W1moved. If it is large enough 
to include all changes it can never itself be changed, and 
Tathata is the one princiF•le which includes all separate and 
transitory things. But, as 01 the case of the Mahayana, the Z.en 
masters saw that to talk abc:>ut Tao was to miss Tao altogether, 
for the moment one tries to hold it as a concept it becomes 
,,nrcal and dead. It is all vc:ry well to talk abc:>ut moving with 
Tao, but the very fact �hat one is talking abc:>ut moving 
implies that one has not ·yet begun to move, and the Zen 
masters were concerned "rith giving people the initial push. 
Thus it was Zen that brought Taoism back to life; if for a 
moment one stops to philo•sophizc and think about, life moves 
on and the living reality oi: the moment is lost. Therefore the 
Zen masters had no paticnc:e with concepts; conceptual think
ing is putting a barrier between oncsclf and the Tao, and this 
is absurd for the Tao is h1cre all the time, at every moment 
ready to be seen but never waiting to be thought abc:>ut. Thus 
it is said in the Mumon kati,: 

No gate stancls on public roads; 
There arc paths of various kinds; 
Those who pass this barrier 
Walk &ccly throughout the ,,oivcrse. 

• 

After the death of Bodhidharma there followed him a 
series of five 7.en Patriarchs, of whom the last was Hui Ncng. 
From the time of Hui �-Ieng Zen lost all its distinctively 
Indian character; it bccau1e thoroughly transformed by the 
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The C>rigins of Zen 
more practical Chinese mc�tality and whatever traces of intcl
lcct,1al teaching remained. were almost cntirdy swept away. 
Hui Ncng was the last to deliver any distinctly philosophical 
explanation of Zen, and 1thercafter most of the few lengthy 
discourses of Zen masters of which there are records were far 
more elusive, paradoxical ;and thoroughgoing. But Hui Neng 
left a remarkable work-\a collection of his sermons written 
down by one of his disciJples its full title being 'The Sutra 
Spoken by the Sixth Patrutrch on the High Scat of the Gem of 
Law (Dharmaratha)'. As �l rule the term 'sutra' is only applied 
to the discourses of the Buddha himself or of the great 
Bodhisattvas who were his immediate disciples, and the one 
exception to this rule is the: 'Sutra of the Sixth Patrulrch' which 
has come to be known as 'the only sutra spoken by a native of 
China'. This was an honour richly deserved, for this sutra has 
a place among the Bhag,avad-Gita, the Tao Tt CJ,i,,g, the 
Dhammapada and the Y(�a Sutras of Patanjali which are 
wuversally acknowledgccl as the greatest masterpieces of 
Eastern spiritual literature:. The first section of the 'Sutra of 
the Sixth Patriarch' is Hui Ncng's accowit of how he came to 
an widcrstanding of Zen; in this we arc told that he was an 
illiterate seller of firewood, and that one day while he was 
working in his shop he olrerhcard someone reciting a passage 
from the Diamond Sutra ( JVajraahedika) outside in the street. 
Instantly he obtained an intuitive realization of its meaning, 
and fowid that the pcrso1r1 reciting the sutra came from the 
monastery where the fiifth Patriarch, Hung Jan, was in
structing a comm,inity of: some thousand disciples. At once 
Hui Ncng set out in scarc1l of the Patrulrch, and on coming to 
the monastery he was set to work in the stables for eight 
months. One day Hwang Yan, realizing that his time was 
nearly over, summoned all his disciples and told them that his 
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The ,Spirit of Zen 
successor must now be apipointcd; the privilege was to go to 
the one who could write the best verse summarizing the 
teaching of Zen. 

At that time the head m4onk was a certain Shin Hsiu-a man 
with a thorough intcllcct1.1al understanding of Buddhism but 
with no grasp of the csscn.tial truth. In his bean he knew that 
his knowledge was only �,uperficial, and he was afraid to go 
and submit his verse to t:he master in person. He decided, 
thercf ore, to write it on tlhe wall outside the master's hall, so 
that if the master should approve he would declare himself to 
be the author. Thus in tl.te middle of the night he went and 
wrote this verse: 

· The body is litke unto the Bodhi-trcc, 
· 

And the mindl to a nurror bright; 
Carefully we cleanse them hour by hour 
Lest dust shotiJd fall upon them. 

Publicly the Patriarch expressed his approval of the verse, but 
in secret he told Shin Hsiui that his understanding was shallow 
and that before he could :allow him to be Sixth Patriarch he 
must submit another. In the meantime Hui Neng had seen 
this verse, and realizing that something was wrong he asked a 
friend to write another by its side, which he would dictate. 
And this was: 

Neither is there Bodhi-trec, 
Nor yet a mirror bright; 
Since in reality all is void, 
Whereon can the dust fall? 

The Patriarch saw at once that here was someone who lUlder
stood the emptiness of m.ere conceptions and analogies, and 
for fear of the jealousy of the other monks, he secretly 
appointed Hui Neng as lw, successor, handing over to him the 
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• The 10rigins of Zen 
robe and begging-bowU which were supposed to have be
longed originally to thie Buddha himself. Mter a series of 
adventures with jealous t>ursucn, Hui Ncpg became rccogniml 
as Sixth Patriarch, and his distinctive contribution to Zen was 
the method of Sudden iru;tead of Gradual realization. The diftcr
cnce was that while some: considered it necessary to come to a 
gradual understanding oif Buddhism through patient study and 
the performance of meritorious deeds, Hui Neng saw that this 
method easily led one astray into intellectualism. Life is mov
ing too swiftly to be approached tcntativdy and gradually, for 
while one makes elaborate preparations for Enlightenment the 
immediate truth is slippilt1g away all the time. The person who 
dallies on the edge of the: stream, wondering how best to take 
the plunge, testing the heat of the water with his toes, and 
thinking about how it will fed when he is in, soon gets into the 
habit of putting off the: issue. The Zen disciple must walk 
quietly to the edge andl slip calmly into the water without 
further ado, without allc•wing himself time to conjure up fean 
and anxious spcculatiorus as to what it will be like, or to find 
elaborate reasons as to "'by he should not get in at once. 

Just before his death 1-lui Ncng announced that the practice 
of appointing a Patriarcl� would be discontinued, for he said 
to his disciples, 'You arie all free from doubts, therefore you 
arc all able to carry on tthc lofty object of our school.' Then 
he quoted a verse said toi have been written by Bodhidharma: 
The object of my coming ito China 
Was to transmit the T cadung of Deliverance to all under delusion. 
In five petals the flower willl be complete; 
Thereafter the fruit will co,me naturally to maturity. 

This was indeed wha.t came to pass, for during the latter 
pan of the Tang and the whole of the Sung and Yiian 
dynasties (A.D. 713-13671) which followed on the death of Hui 
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The ��pirit of Zen 
Ncng the high level attain1ed by the teaching and practice of 
un coincided with the Gc:,ldcn Age of Chinese culture. Al
most all the great Zen ma�stcn lived in this period-Ma Tsu 
(Jap. Baso ), Po-chang Qap. Hyakujo ), Lin Chi Qap. Rinzai), 
Cbao chou Qap.Joshu) ancl Yun Men Qap. Ummon)-many 
of whom will be quoted in the following cbaptcn. At that 
time Zen enjoyed a wide: pop•1Jarity among all grades of 
society, bringing to fruitio11l all that was best in Taoism and the 
Mahayana, For Zen synthc=sizcd the idealism, the immovable 

.serenity and the austerity •of Buddhism ,vith the poetry and 
fluidity of Taoism, with i�- reverence for the incomplete, the 
'imJ:,9 feet' and the ch2ngu1g as shoY.ring the presence of lif,, 
of the unending Bow of I a•o. These two demcnts pervade the 
whole spirit of Zen, togctlhcr with its own unique dynamic 
quality, which gives life arlld strength to the other two. 

Towards the end of the �iung Dynasty (1179) another form 
of Buddhism began to ar,isc, and in the following ycan it 
gradually diminished the supremacy of Zen in China. This 
was the cult of Amitabha (Ch. A-mi-to Fo, Jap. Amida), the 
personification of 'Boundless Light', the great Buddha who 
bad vowed to save all bciings and bring them in the end to 
Nit vana, It was believed that by vinue of this vow all who 
put their &ith in the counpassion of Amitabha would be 
reborn into the Pure Land or W cste,11 Paradise ( Sukhavati)
a place where the attainmcent of wisdom would be an easier 
task than in this impossible world. The W estcm Paradise was 
described with a wealth 1of sensuous imagery which very 
naturally appealed to the EDaSKs 

In mat land of true 1,leasure the flowas never &de. 
Each tut aced asant is of diamond and jade. 
The law ofTarhagat:a pmg by each bird 
Ftorn thicket and pove in sweet m•mc is beard. 
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The �'Jrigins of Zen 
• 

To this day Pure Land Buddhism is the most popular for1n of 
the Mahayana in both <:hina and Japan where Amitabha is 
generally worshipped as a loving God in many ways similar 
to the God of Christianity. Thus Far Eastern Buddhism was 
divided into two main schools, known in Japanese �Jirjki awl 
Tar�-'sclf power' andl 'other powcr'-that is to say, those 
who relied on their own efforts for the attainment of wisdom 
and those who relied on the compassion of the Bodhisattvas. 
Zen belonged to the for:mcr, and as the civilization of China 
began slowly to lose i�; virility it passed on to the young 
civilization ol Japan, wl1ere it was first established by Ei-sai 
m 1 191.  Herc it bccan1e the re g10 

warrior class-and had �Lil even more profound e cct on the 
culture of the nation thanl in China; to this day Zen is a power
ful factor among the educated Japanese and many professional 
and btfinCSS men arc in the habit of making periodical visits 
to Zen 'monasteries where they live and work with the monks 
for a few weeks, gathc:ring strength for a return to their 
ordinary labours. But �� will go further than Japan. Al
ready a hostel for W cst:em students has been attached to a 
monastery at Kyoto, an<l whether under the name of Zen or 
not, something of its spilrit must enter wherever religions and 
philosophies arc to be rc�uscd from the grave of theories and 
words. 

• 

• 
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· The Sec,·et of Zen 

A Confucian poet once camLe to Zen master Hui-t'ang to 
inquire the secret of his teaching, whereupon the master 
quoted to him one of the sayinlgs of Confucius: 'Do you think 
I am biding things from you, 0 my disciples? Indeed, I have 
nothing to hide from you.' Since Hui-t' ang would not allow 
him to ask any more questioltu, the poet went away deeply 
puzzled, but a short time after the two went for a walk 
together in the mountains. J�s they were passing a bush of 
wild laurel the master tume�l to his companion and asked, 
'Do you smell it?' Then to t:hc answer, 'Yes,' he remarked, 
'There, I have nothing to hid,e from you!' At once the poet 
was cnlightencd.1 For it is rc:ally a paradox to speak of the 
secret of Zen, and in spite ojf all the apparently abstruse or 
ridiculous answers of the Zen masters to the urgent question
ings of their disciples, nothinE� is being hidden from us. The 
truth is that Zen is so hard to understand, just because it is so 
obvious, and we miss it time and time again because we arc 
looking for something obscur,e; with our eyes on the horizon 
we do not see what lies at our feet. In the words of Hakuin' s 
'Song of Meditation': 

All beings are from the very beginning the Buddhas; 
It is like ice and water: 
Apart from water no ice can exist. 
Outside sentient beings, where do we seek the Buddha? 

1 This and most of the other Zc:n stories (mondo) quoted have been 
translated by Professor Suzuki, and large numbcn of them will be 

. found in his various works. • 
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The Secret of Zen 
Not knowing how 11ear Truth is, 
People seek it far a\\ray • • • •  

• 

They arc like hin1 vw1ho. in the midst of water, 
Cries out in tbint so, imploringly. 

(Trans. Suzun.) 

Man is often too prou�l to examine the self-evident things 
which arc closest to hitn. Zen found the followcn of the 
Mahayana looking for truth to scriptures, to holy men and 
Buddhas, believing that they would reveal it to them if they 
lived the good life. For man's apparent humility in thinking 
that wisdom is somcthititg too sublime to reveal itself in the 
ordinary affairs of his lifce is a subtle form of pride. Inwardly 
he feels that he must be so great as to be removed from the 
things of the world bcfc,rc he can receive truth, and such is 
his pride that he will onlly deign to receive it from the lips of 
sages and from the pages: of sacred scriptures. He docs not see 
it in human beings or iin the incidents of everyday life; he 
docs not sec it in himsc:lf, for again he is too proud to see 
himself as he is. So far from seeking for truth he hides his 
imperfections under his 'meritorious deeds' and approaches 
the Buddhas from behin:d their mask. 

To Zen this careful scelf-preparation for finding the truth 
at some future time or from some external source is putting 
off the issue of seeing the: facts just as they arc at the moment, 
be they good or evil. Fc,r to him who cannot sec the truth in 
himself no Buddha can reveal it, and he who docs not look 
for it this moment cannc,t expect to be shown it in the future. 
And so Zen taught that nobody could find the Buddha in a 
Paradise or in any celcs1tial realm until he had fust found it 
in himself and in other· sentient beings, and nobody could 
expect to find cnlighter1mcnt in a hermitage unless he was 
capable of finding it in the life of the world. For the fust 
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The Spirit of Zen 
principle of the Mahayana is that all things, however vile on 
the surface and however insignificant, arc aspects of the 
Buddha-nature, and this imJplics that every being and thing 
must be accepted; nothing c:an be excluded from the 'Lotus 
T -- d f P • t being I ldl t 

1 ·vw• 1b t &Mill o unty as . w·or y or m or ase • m 
Thomas a Kempis wrote in tl�c lmit4tion of Christ, 'If thy heart 
were right, then every acattirc would be a mirror of life and 
a book of holy doctrine. Tllierc is no acature so small and 
abject, but it rdlccts the g0<>d.ness of God,' and to the ques
tion 'What is Enlightcnmmtt?' a 2m master replied, 'Your 
everyday thoughts,• while ai1other when asked, 'What is the 
Tao?' answered, 'Usual life is the very Tao.' Master Po
chang said that un meant sunply, 'Eat when you arc h1rng1y, 
sleep when you arc tired,' ·while Liu-chi declared that 'the 
truly religious man has nothing to do but go on with his 
life as he finds it in the vario•us circumstances of this worldly 
existence. He rises quietly in. the morning, puts on his clothes 
and goes out to work. Whlen he wants to walk, he walks; 
when he wants to sit, he sits. He has no hankering after 
Buddhahood, not the rcn1o·tcst thought of it. How is this 
possible? A wise man of oldl says, If you strive after Buddha
hood by any conscious contrivances, your Buddha is indeed 
the source of etcr,,al transmligration' (Suzuki, F.SS4fs in 7a 
BuJJhism, II, p. 26o ). 

If all things are in reality the Tao or the Buddha-nature, 
what is the ,,se of striving tc� become a Buddha md to attain 
Nu van a? For those who mlVC eyes to see, ctcmal truth and 
Buddbabood are manifested plainly before us here and now, 
in our own thoughts and actions, and in the changing stream 
of events which is Bowing 1wt us all the time. Hence there 
is no object in seeking after Buddbabood as if it were some
thing other than life as it is; in the words of Hui Ncng. 'The 
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Th,e Secret of Ze,i 
only difference bctwec� a Buddha and an ordinary man is 
that one realizes it while the other docs not.' 

This very earth is the Lotus Land of Purity, 
And this body is the body of Buddha. 

{HA1tUIN.) 

Therefore Zen interprets striving after Buddhahood as imply
ing a distinction bct"rcen oneself and the Buddha-nature; 
that is the foundation of egoism, for it means that the self 
has been separated fro1m the rest of life, that it has become 
isolated from other bci111gs, and this is a lesser form of lunacy, 
for the lunatic is the mo1st isolated person in the world. There
fore all external ideas: of the Buddha and Nirvana were 
uncompromisingly swc�pt aside, and Zen became a form of 
iconoclasm. It ruthlessly broke down all conceptions and 
symbols, all external and anthropomorphic ideas of the 
Buddha, which masqlncradcd as the truth. Thus we have 
Lin-chi declaiming: 

• 

0 you followcn of 1rruth ! If you wish to obtain an orthodox 
undcntanding of Zen, c:lo not be deceived by othen. ln,vardly or 
outwardly, if you encounter any obstacles kill them right away. 
If you encounter the :Buddha, kill him; if you encounter the 
Patriarch, kill him; • • • kill them all without hesitation, for this is 
the only way to dclivcnnce. Do not get yourselves entangled 
with any object, but stand above, pass on, and be free! 

(Trans. Suzuu.) 

Again there is the Zen. saying, 'Do not linger about where 
the Buddha is, and as to• where he is not, pass swiftly on.' An 
amusing story in this c:onncction is that of master Tan-hsia 
and the wooden Buddlna. One winter night Tan-hsia took 
shelter in a te111ple, and finding that the fire was going out he 
took down one of the wooden figures of the Buddha from 
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the altar and placed it on the iemben. When the keeper of the 
temple discovered what had loecn done he was furious at such 
an act of sacrilege and began to scold Tan-hsia for his irrev
erence. But Tan-hsia merely scratched about among the 
ashes, remarking, 'I am gad1ering the holy relics from the 
burnt ashes.' 

'How,' asked the keeper, 'can you get holy relics from 
a wooden Buddha?' 

'If there are no holy relics,' replied Tan-hsia, 'this is cer
tamly not a Buddha and I an.t committing no sacrilege. May 
I have the two remaining B111ddhas for my fue?' 

Zen was therefore the dire� method of approach; it dis
pensed with external aids to religion as liable to lead people 
into confusion. Scriptures anld doctrines were well so long as 
they were seen only as aids, and Zen masters likened them to 
a finger pointing at the mo1on; he is a fool who takes the 
6nger for the moon. Thus 2:eit has been summed up as: 

• 

A special transmissic)n outside the Scriptures; 
No dependence Up<lfD words and lcttcn; 
Direct pointing to the mind of mao; 
Seeing into one's o,ivn nature. 

But while we may be told ·that the truth of Zen is obvious, 
that it is standing before our eyes every moment of the day, 
this does not take us very £tt. There seems to be nothing 
remarkable about the ordinary affairs of life; there appears to 
be nothing in putting on onie's clothes, eating one's food or 
washing one's hands which would indicate the presence of 
Nirvana and Buddhahood. �r" et when a monk asked master 
Nan-ch'uan, 'What is the Ta.o?' he replied, 'Usual life is the 
very Tao.' The monk asked �again, 'How can we accord with 
it?' (i.e. 'How cao we bring 01ursclves into harmony and ,,oity 

so 
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The Secret of Zen 
with it?'). Nan-ch'uan �111SWcred, 'If you try to accord with 
it, you will get away fro1m it.' For life, even as the ordinary 
humdrum series of daily events, is something essentially 
ungraspablc and indcfin�blc; never for a moment docs it 
remain the same; we can. never make it stand still for analysis 
and defmition. If we try· to think of the speed at which time 
is passing or at which thmgs arc changing our minds arc set 
in a whirl, for it is a spcccl which can never be calculated. The 
harder we try to catch hc•ld of the moment, to sciu a pleasant 
sensation, or to defmc ��mething in a way which will be 

satisfactory for all time, the more elusive it becomes. It has 

been said that to define is. to kill, and if the wind were to stop 
for one second for us to ,catch hold of it, it would cease to be 

wind. The same is true c>f life. Perpetually things and events 
arc moving and changinf�; we cannot take hold of the present 
moment and make it staly with us; we cannot call back past 
time or keep for ever a p1assing sensation. Once we try to do 
this all we have is a dead memory; the reality is not there, and 
no satisfaction can be fot1nd in it. If we suddenly realize that 
we arc happy, the more ,ve endeavour to think of some mC!los 
of preserving our happin,ess, the faster we sec it slipping away. 
We try to define happ�ncss so that we may know how to 
find it when we arc feeling miserable; a. man thinks, 'I am 
happy now that I am sta.ying in this place. Therefore happi
ness, for me, is to come :md stay in this place.' And the next 
time he is ,,obappy he tirics to apply this defmition; he goes 
to that place again and fu1ds that it docs not make him happy; 
there is only the dead me:mory of happiness, and the defmition 
docs not hold. For happ,incss is like Maeterlinck's blue birds 
-try to capture them �LDd they lose their colour; it is like 
trying to clutch water ir1 one's hands-the harder one grips, 
the faster it slips throuigh one's 6ngen. Therefore a Zen 
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master when asked. 'What ui the Tao?' replied immediately, 
'Walk on!' for '1!� -�an only understand life by keeping pace 
wft1i it, by a ooinplete affirmation and acceptance of its magic-

(._./ Jilcc transformations and unc:nding changes. By this accept
ance the Zen disciple is filled �with a great sense of wonder, for 
everything is perpetually bcc:oming new. The beginning of 
the universe is now, for all things arc at this moment being 
aeatcd, and the end of the universe is now, for all things arc 
at this moment passing alvay. Therefore the Zen poet 
P' ang-yiin says: 

.. 

• 

How wondr,ously supernatural, 
And how miiraculous this! 
I draw wata'., and I carry fuel! 

(Trans. Suzuu.) 

Thus Zen is sometimes dCSCJribcd as 'straightforwardness' or 
• going right ahead', for Zct1 is to move with life without 
trying to arrest and interru:pt its Bow; it is an immediate 
awareness of things as they .live and move. as distinct from 
the mere grasp of ideas and fc:clings about things which arc the 
dead symbols of a living rc.ility. Therefore master Takuan 
says in relation to the art of fencing (ke,,Jo )-an art strongly 
inilucnccd by the principles c)f Zen-

'11lis-wbat may be termc:d the 'non-interfering' attitude of 
mind-constitutes the most vital clement in the an of fencing as 
well as in :ZCO. If there is any· room left even for the breadth of a 
hair bctwan two actions, this; is interruption. 

That is to say. the contact between an event and the mind's 
response thereto should not �� broken by discursive thinking, 
for, he continues, 

When the bands are claJ�pcd, the sound issues without a 
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moment's deliberation. 11ic sound does not wait and think before 
it issues. There is no mcdiaq here; one movement follows another 
without being intciruptcdl by one's conscious mind. If you are 
troubled and cogitate wrutt to do, seeing the opponent about to 
strike you down, you give: him room, that is, a happy chance for 
his deadly blow. Let yotll' defence follow the attack without a 
moment's interruption, an.d there will be no two separate move
ments to be known as attack and defence. 

Hence if 'attack' reprCSC11lts the external world, or life, and 
'defence' one's response to life, this must be taken to mean 
that the distinction betv1ecn 'self ' and 'life' is destroyed; 
egoism disappears when the contact between the two is so 
immediate that they mo,ve together, keeping in the same 
rhythm. Takuan says further: 

This immediateness of action on your part will inevitably end 
in the opponent's sclf-defieat. It is like a boat smoothly gliding 
down the rapids; in Zen, and in fencing as well, a mind of no
hesitation, no-interruption., no-mediacy, is highly valued. So much 
reference is made in Zen t4) a flash of lightning or to sparks issuing 
fi:om the impact of two llint-stones. If this is understoooiiitlie 
sense of quickness, a grie,,ous mistake is committed. The idea is 
to show immediateness of: action, an uninterrupted movement of 
life-energy. Whenever •�oom is left for interruption from a 
quaner not at all in vital :relation with the occasion, you are sure 
to lose your own position.. This of course does not mean to desire 
to do things rashly or in the quickest possible time. If there were 
this desire in you its very· presence would be an interruption. 

_ (Trans. Suzuu.)1 

This is in many ways siimilar to the art of listening to music; 
1 The above translation o:f Talcuan's advice is taken from Vol. m 

of Professor Suzuki's EssoyJi in Zm Buddhism, p. 3 19. Sec also the 
section on judo and Kcndo, p. 106. 
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if one stops to consider one's emotional or intellectual reac
tions to a symphony while it is being played, to analyse the 
construction of a chord, or t,o linger over a particular phrase, 
the mdody is lost. To hear the whole symphony one must 
concentrate on the flow of n•)tcs and harmonics as they come 
into being and pass away, k,eeping one's mind continuously 
in the same rhythm. To think over what has passed, to 
wonder what is about to co11ne, or to analyse the effect upon 
oneself is to interrupt the symphony and to lose the reality. 
The whole attention must be directed to the symphony and 
oneself must be forgotten; if :my conscious attempt is made to 
concentrate upon the sympl1ony, the mind is led away by 
the thought of oneself tryinJ� to concentrate, and it was for 
this reason that Nan-ch'uan ·told the monk that if he tritl to 
accord with the Tao he WOll�d get away from it. Therefore 
«n went further than tellini� man to listen to the symphony 
instead of thinking about hl; reactions to it; for even to tell 
someone not to think about: his independent reactions is to 
make him think about not t'.binking about them! Thercf ore 
Zen adopted the positive m.ethod of emphasizing the sym
phony of life itself; all talk about trying to bring the mind into 
harmony introduces the concept of the self which is trying, 
thereby drawing the attcntic>n away from the actual fact of 
life. It was this to which the �Zen masten pointed; they simply 
demonstrated life without Enaking any assertions.= or denials 
about it. 'i'herefore one wo1u.ld say to bis disciple, 'Beyond 
asscnion and denial show me: the truth of Zen. Quick, quick, 
or thirty blows for you!' Th�e disciple had no time to stop and 
think out an answer; the mas1ter expected it to come as immc
diatdy and as spontaneously .as life itself is moving. A master 
once hdd up a stick before a gathering of his disciples and 
said, 'O monks, do you sec t:his? If you sec it, what is it you 
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see? Would you say, '''It is a stick''? If you do you arc 
ordinary people, you halre no Zen. But if you say, ''We do 
not sec any stick,'' then I �would say: Herc I hold one, and how 
can you deny the fact?' 'The particular stick in question was 
known as the sl,ippt, the imaster's symbol of office, and it was 
often used to demonstrat4� Zen since it always lay close to the 
master's hand. Master Hsiang-yen once asked a disciple: 

'There was once a mo1ik who asked W ci-shan why Bod
hidharma had come to c:hioa, and W ei-shan in answer held 
up his shippt. Now how do you widcrstaod the meaning of 
Wei-shan's action?' 

'The master's idea,' replied the disciple, 'is to elucidate mind 
along with matter, to rc�,cal truth by means of an objective 
reality.' 

'Your widerstanding,' .said the master, 'is all right as fu as 
it goes. But what is the 1L1SC of hurrying so to theorize?' 

Whereupon the discip1lc asked, 'What, then, will be your 
widcrstanding?' 

Hsiang-yen held up lw. shippt. 
Master Po-chang onoc set a pitcher bcf ore two of his 

disciples, saying, 'Do noit call it a pitcher, but tell me what . . ' It IS. 
One of them auswerc:d, 'It cannot be called a piece of 

wood.' 
But Po-chang considc�rcd this answer beside the point, 

whereupon he asked the <>thcr the same question, and in reply 
he came forward, pwhedl the pitcher over and walked away. 
As a result Po-chang ap1>omtcd this disciple as his successor. 

It was in this way that the Zen masters brought the minds 
of their disciples into direct contact with life, with the con
stantly changing and mo�ving process which is the Buddha
nature perpetually ma1u£:stii1g itself. To know the Buddha-
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nature was to know life apa:rt from 'interruptions', the chief 
of which was the concept of the self as an entity distinct from 
life, occupied entirely with it:s own private reactions to reality 
as distinct from reality itscllf. The Buddha had taught that 
the cause of this folly was 'Jr,isl,,,a (Pali Ta,,l,a), which is so 
often mistranslated as 'Desire·'. Literally it means 'Thirst', and 
from this it came to mean 'thJrst for life', while in the context 
of the Buddha's teaching it lutdoubtcdly meant thirst for life 
as an isolated being, as one ,�ho stands outside and considers 
primarily the effect which life is having and will have upon 
himself. Apart from this eft:ect be has no realization of life 
whatever, and thus be neve1r actually lives; to return to the 
analogy of music, be is like cone who is so occupied with his 
own feelings about a tune that the tlllle is only half heard, 
for while he is thinking ovc:r the eff ccts of the first bar the 
orchestra has played several rnore which be misses altogether. 
But while the philosophers off the Mahayana were considering 
these things intellectually, },cing concerned with the ideas 
rather than the realities, Zc=n passed beyond all discursive 
thinking. When asked about: the ultimate mysteries of Budd
hism, it replied, 'The cypress tree in the courtyard!' 'The 
bamboo grove at the foot c>f the hill !' 'The dried up dirt 
scraper !' Anything to bring the mind back from abstractions 
to life! 

Closely connected with the: foregoing is another important 
aspect of Zen, which may be c:alled 'spiritual poveny'. Almost 
every form of religion has iJ1tSistcd that many possessions are 
a bar to spiritual progress, b1ut while the Zen monk has cer
tainly the minimum of mat:erial possessions, � interprets 
poverty as au attitude of mind rather than a physic3l con
dition.. One of the most common ways of trying to 6x 
life into rigid definitions is t:o qualify something, whether a 
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person, a thing or an idea, with the statement, 'This belongs 
to me.' But because life "• this elusive and perpetually changing 
process, every time we tllink we have really taken possession 
of something, the truth is; that we have completely lost it. All 
that we possess is our Olm idea about the thing desired-an 
idea which tends to remain fixed, which docs not grow as the 
thing grows. Thus one of the most noticeable facts about 
those obsessed with grcc:d for possessions, whether material 
goods or chcruhcd ideas, is their desire that things shall remain 
as they arc not only that: their possessions shall remain in their 
own hands, but also that: the possessions themselves shall not 
change. There arc thco]logians and philosophers who show 
the greatest concern if a1nyone questions their ideas about the 
11nivcrsc, for they imagi1t1c that within those ideas they have 
at last enshrined ultimatie truth, and that to lose those ideas 
would be to lose the truth. But because truth is alive it will 
not be bound by anythmg which shows no sign of lif c
namcly, a conception wl1ose validity is held to depend panly 
on the fact that it is unc�lallgcablc. f!)r once we imagine that 
we have grasped the trutth of life, the truth has vantshed, for 
truth cannot become an�·onc's pro�� the reason being tmt 
tr nth is life, and for one person to think that he possscsscs all 
�fe is a ma11ifcst absurdi�r- 'flic part cannot possess me wholC:
Thercforc Chuang-Tzu ttclls the following story: 

Shun asked Ch' cng, sa1,ing, 'Cao one get Tao so as to have it for . ..... one s ownr 
'Your very body,' rCJplicd Ch'cng, 'is not your own. How 

should Tao be?' 
'If my body,' said Shun, 'is not my own, pray whose is it?' 
'It is the delegated itrutge of Tao,' replied Ch'cng. 'Your life is 

not your own. It is the delegated harmony of Tao. Your indi
viduality is not your owin. It is the delegated adaptability of Tao. 
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• • • You move, but bow n01t how. You are at rest. but know 
not why • • • •  These arc the operation of the laws of Tao. How 
then should you get Tao so as to have it for your own?' 

Just as no person can possess life, so no idea which a person 
may p<?SSCSS can define it; the idea of possession is illusory, for 
apart from the fact that all thtings must eventually pass away 
into some other form, and can never remain in one place for 
eternity, at the root of possession lies the desire that things 
shall not alter in any way, andl this is a complete impossibility. 
If, therefore, life can never l,c grasped, how can it ever bc 
undentood? How can truthl be known if it can never bc - ----.:--------------� 
defined? Zcn·would answer: by not trying to grasp or define 
it, and this is the f undamenf�LI Buddhist ideal of non-attach

._,. - ment, or the Taoist i ea o ";=,,_wJ: 
t..• • J 

• 

But Bu ·sm and Taois1n go further than saying that 
nothing can ever be possessed;; they declare that those who try 
to possess are in fact possesst,tl, they are slaves to their own 
illusions about life. Spiritual freedom is just that capacity to 
bc as spontaneous and unfettered as life itself, to bc 'as the 
wind that bloweth where it listeth and thou hearest the sound 
thereof but cannot tell whence: it cometh nor whither it goeth.' 
'Even so,' said Jesus, 'is ever,rone that is born of the Spirit.' 
But non-attachment docs not :mean rwming away from things 
to some peaceful hermitage, fc>r we can never escape from our 
own illusions about life; we cmy them with us, and if we are 
afraid of them and wish to escape it means that we arc doubly 
enslaved. For whether we ai�c content with our illusions or 
frightened of thcni, we arc c�ually possessed by them, and 
hence the non-attachment of: Buddhism and Taoism means 
not rwming away from life but running with it, for freedom 
comes through complete acc1cptance of reality. Those who 
wish to keep their illusions do not move at all; those who fear 
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them nm backwards intci• greater illusions, while those who 
conquer them 'Walk on' .. 

Thus the poverty of th,e Zen disciple is the negative aspect 
of his spiritual freedom; �e is poor in the sense that his mind is 
not encumbered with material and intellectual impel,mttata; . 
the significant Latin word. for 'baggage'. This state of n1ind is 
the realization of the �thayana doctrine of sunyata, of the 
emptiness of all transitory· things; nothing can be grasped, for 
everything is emptiness; nor is there anything which can 
grasp, for the self is em:ptincss. Therefore the Yum-Chioh 
Sutra declares that all cc>mponcnt things arc 'like drifting 
clouds, like the waning rnoon, like ships that sail the ocean, 
like shores that arc washecl away', and the Zen masters, realiz
ing the evanescence of the: outer world, of their own ideas and 
of the ego itself, cease to cling to these passing forms. In the 
words of the DhammapadtJi they arc 'those who have no posscs,
sions • • •  who have rcalli� the causeless and unconditioned 
freedom through widerstanding the emptiness of that which 
passes away-the track oJf these men it is impossible to trace 
just as the track of birds in the sky cannot be followed.' For 
the Zen life docs not mc•vc in ruts; it is the freedom of the 
Spirit, unfettered by c>ctcmal circumstances and internal 
illusions. Its very nature jis such that it cannot be described in 
words, and the nearest we: can get to it is by analogy. It is like 
the wind moving across the face of the earth, never stop ing 

object, always a eting it:self to the rise and fall of the ground. 
if such analogies give the impression of a dreamy laisstz fairt; 
it must be remembered t�aat Zen is not always a gentle breeze, 
like decadent Taoism; mc•re than often it is a fierce gale which 
sweeps everything ruthltcssly before it, an icy blast which 
penetrates to the heart of everything and passes right through 
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to the other side! The frccdo:m and poverty of Z.en is to leave 
everything and 'Walk O!_L f01r this is what life itself docs, and 
Zen is the religion of life. 

- Therefore the masters tell their disciples to forget all that 
they have ever learnt before coming to the practice of 7.co, 
to forget even their knowledg�e of Buddhism. For the Buddha 
himself declared that his teaclfung was only a raft with which 
to cross a river; when the OJ�posite bank has been reached it 
must be left behind, but so mtany of his followers mistook the 
raft for the opposite bank. ,t" et this negative aspect of Zen, 
this giving up, is only anothe:r way of expressing the �sitive 
(act that to give up evcryrhir1g is to gain all. 'He that lo� 
. his life shall find it.' Professor Suzuki points out that while it 
was the custom of some 01f the masters to express their 
poverty, others would refer r�ather to the complete sufficiency 
of things. Thus while Hsiant�-yen says: 

My last year's poverty was 111ot poverty enough; 
My poverty this year is pov·crty indeed. 
In my poverty last year there was room for a gimlet's point; 
But this year even the gimlc:t has gonncc-

Mumon emphasim the otl�er side of the picture: 

Hundreds of spring ff<>wcn. the autumnal moon. 
A refreshing summer 1brcczc, winter mow
Free thy mind &om iclle thoughts, 
And for thee how cnj4>yable every season isl 

• 

Here we find the acceptance and affirmation of the seasonal 
changes, and in the same w:ay Zen accepts and affirms the 
birth, growth, decay and dcatlh of men; there are no regrets for 
the past, and no fears for the� future. Thus the Zen disciple 
gains all by accepting all, sin•:e ordinary possessiveness is loss 
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-it is the denial of the ri1ght of people and tlw1gs to live and 
change; hence the only J:oss in Zen is the loss of this denial. 

After all this the W estc:m student will naturally be wonder
ing where ordinary n1orallity comes into Zen. Every religion 
has had its moral code,. and the Buddha summed up his 
teaching in the words: 

• 

Cease to .ao evil; 
Lcam to .ao well; 
Cleanse y·our own heart- � 
This is th,e way of the Buddhas. 

It will be asked if there: is not a grave danger in the Zen 
practice of accepting all things, both good and evil, as mani
festations of the Buddha-:nature, for on such grounds it might 
be possible to justify an'.y form of action. Indeed, this is a 
difficulty with which thie Zen masters have had to reckon; 
immature disciples woul.a frequently make the all-inclusive
ness of Zen an excuse fo,r pure libertinism, and it is for this 
reason that the members of Zen communities observe a rigid 
discipline. The solution t:o the difficulty is that no one should 
undertake the practice o:f Zen without first having adapted 
himself to a thorough moral discipline. While morality 
should not be confused. with religion, it docs take one a 
certain distance towards the goal; it cannot go the whole way 
bcca,,sc it is essentially rigjd, intellectual and limiting, and Zen 
begins where morality l�lves off. At the same time, morality 
is yaluable so long as it is, recognized as a means to an end; it 
is a good servant, but a terrible master. When men use it as ))(._ 
a servant it enables them to adapt themselves to society, to mix , � 
easily with their fellows, and most especially it permits free-
dom for spiritual devdopimcnt. When it is their master, they 
become bigots and conv,cntional ethical machines. But as a 
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means to an end it makes soc:ial existence possible; it guaran
tees men against obstruction from their fellows, and while it 
docs not of itself produce spiritual understanding, it provi� 
d!c ncccssadts freedom for spiritual dmlopmcnt. A garden 
has to be sciplined so thatt the plants and flowers do not 
strangle each other, but the �teauty of the garden is not in the 
discipline so much as in the things whose growth it has made 
possible. And just as the 1�ardcn must be cultivated and 
planned before the flowers ai�e allowed to grow, so the moral 
law must be mastered before: the spiritual law, for just as the 
flowers might strangle each ,other, so might the followers of 
the spirit become wild libertines. Yet morality, in the ethical 
sense of being adapted to scxiety, is not by itself sufficient 
preparation for Zen. Sometllting stronger than this is needed 
if the tremendous power of the spirit is to be born in man 
without running amok, ancl that is self-discipline. In the 
fullest sense of the term this virtue is rare in human society, 
although no society can exist for long without it, and the long 

'1 1 duration of Chinese civilization as compared with that of 
\ , 1 ancient Greece must primariJly be attributed to the insistence 

, i of both Confucianism and Bll1ddhism on a rigid self-discipline. 
Therefore the Zen masters have always insisted on a severe 

training as a preliminary to tl1e practice of Zen. This training 
is picturesquely referred to as 'the long maturing of the sacred 
womb', and numerous stories are told of the discipline which 
the masters imposed upon tlliemselves in the early stages of 
their dcvdopmcnt, of how they brought their thoughts and 
e111otions under complete co111trol, how they hardened them
selves to frost and snow in brc>kcn-down temples where 'there 
were no roofs and the stars :shone through at night'. There 
is a remarkable series of picttures known as the 'Ten Stages - of Spiritual Cow-herding' which demonstrate this point 
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The .Secret of Zen 
particularly wcll. ]:be rasl, of understanding Zen is reprc-
�ted under the allegory of a man catching and herding a cow, (}. which is intended to symbc,lizc the mind. There are ten pie- .....;, 
turcs, showing the cow b,eing traced, caught and brought 
under control until it is sufl5ciently well-behaved for the man 
to ride home on its back. 1rhen the cow is forgotten, and the 
man is seen sitting quietly in his hut, while the next picture is 
just a blank circle entitled, 1'The Cow and the Man both gone 
out of sight', for all illusi<>ns have been conquered and the 
whole objective world is sctm as emptiness. But this is not all, 
for though the disciple has r,ealizcd the evanescence of all forms 
he has not yet made direct ,contact with life itself; he has seen 
things as such as illusions, biut he has not realized their funda-
mental Buddha-nature. TJ�ereforc the next picture is called 
'Back to the Origin, back tio the Source' and shows just a few 
sprays of grass by a stream, while in the last picture we sec the 
Bodhisattva comm,,nicating what he has found to othen in 
the form of the rotund, jolly Pu Tai-the god of good for-
tune, who 'e11tcn the city with bliss-bestowing hands'. In 
the fifth picture where the cow is being led carefully back to 
the path the verse attached to it reads: 

-

Never let yourself be separated 
From the whiJp and the tether, 
Lest she shoulc:l wander away 
Into a world c,f dc6lcmcnt; 
When she is p•ropcrly tended 
She will grow· pure and docile; 
Even without chain, nothing binding, 
She will by hcnelf follow you. 

Restrictions can be discard,ed when the mind has been thor
oughly controlled and mad.e to adopt nght habits, but it is not 
witil the last picture of all tltiat the mao I goes on his own way 
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without following the stq?5 of the ancient sages. Carrying a 
gourd he goes out into th«: market; leaning against a stick he 
comes home. He is fountd in company with winc-bibbcrs 
and butchers; he and they· arc all converted into Buddhas.'1 

1 'I1ic Cowhcrding Pictures, complete with the commentaries and 
verses attached to them, will 'be found at the end of the 6nt volume 
of Professor Suzuki's F.wlys ;,, Zm Buddhism. Two other versions of 
these pictures will be found il[l his Manau,l of Zen Buddhism. 
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The Technique of Zen 

Described in words, Zen has much in common with many 
other religions and philosoiphies; the ideas of poverty, free
dom, acceptance and direct •:ontact with reality set forward in 
the previous chapter arc found also in Taoism, Vedanta, Sufi
ism and the writings of many Christian mystia. Though Zen 
may go somewhat further than other systems in all these 
things, it is in no way radicilly different so far as the ultimate 
spiritual experience is conc1emed. In its methods, however, 
it is unique. Whereas the fate of almost every cult is to fall 
away in time from the spirit of its early followers, Zen has 
been able to preserve that !ipirit up to the present day; after 
more than 1,400 years it has in no way degenerated into mere 
'philosophism' or into the :formal observance of precepts of 
which the original meanin1J is no longer known. There arc 
two reasons for this; firstl)r, that the criterion of Zen is a 
spiritual experience so definite that there can be no mistaking 
it, and secondly, that the c:arly mastcn devised a means of 
passing on their teaching w]hlch can never be explained away 
by the intellect-a means wluch, if put into use at all, can only 
have one result, and that is tlus spiritual experience. These two 
factors arc inseparable; the first is known as Satori and the 
second as the Koen wron. l'Co-an). 

Satori is a definite experiiencc in so far as the manner of its 
coming and its effects upo11 character arc concerned; other
wise it is indefinable, for it  is. the sudden realization of the truth 

, of Zen. Essentially Satori is a sudden experience, and it is 
'often described as a 'turning over' of the mind,just as a pair of 
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scales will suddenly tum �over when a 511fficicnt amount of 
material has bce11 poured into one pan to overbalance the 
weight in the other. Hcn�cc it is an experience which gener
ally occun after a long an�l concentrated effon to discover the 
meaning of Zen. Its immc:diatc cause may be the most trivial 
event, while its effect has been described by Zen masters in the 
most astonishing terms. l\ master wrote of his own experi
ence, 'It was beyond description and altogether incommun
icable, for there was nothing in the world to which it could 
be compared. • • • As I loiokcd round and up and down, the 
whole universe with its multitudinous sense-objects now 
appeared quite different; "'hat was loathsome before, together 
with ignorance and passio,ns, was seen to be nothing else but 
the outflow of my owi11 inmost nature, which in itself 
remained bright, true aind transparent.' Another wrote, 
'Whatever doubts and mtdecisions I had before were com
pletely dissolved like a F•iece of thawing ice. I called out 
loudly, ''How wondrow;! How wondrous! There is no 
birth-and-death from which one has to escape, nor is there 
any supreme knowledge aJfter which one has to strive." ' 

Some descriptions arc c1vcn more vivid than these; in many 
cases it seemed as though. the bottom had fallen out of the 
••Diverse, as though the Of•prcssiveness of the outer world had 
suddenly melted like a ,,ast mountain of ice, for Satori is 
rdease from one's habitual state of tenseness, of clinging to 
false ideas of possession. 1The whole rigid structure which is 
man's usual interpretatio11 of life suddenly drops to pieces, 
resulting in a sense of boullldless freedom, and the test of true 
Satori is that he who expc:riences it has not the slightest doubt 
as to the completeness of :bis release. If there is anywhere the 
least wiccrtainty, the leas·t feeling of 'this is too good to be 
true', then the Satori is only partial, for it implies the desire 
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The TecJ�nique of Zen 
-

to cling to the experience l�:st it should be lost, and until that 
desire is overcome the experience can never be complete. The 
wish to hold fast to Satori, 1to make sure that one possesses it, 
kills it in just the same way as it kills every other experience. 
But one's own feeling of certainty is not the only t� of 
Satori; the experienced master can tell at once whether the 
disciple has any doubts, firstly, by his intuition, and secondly, 
by testing the disciple with a Koan. 

While Satori is 'the measure of 'Zm', bcca•1sc without it 
there can be no Zen at all, c•nly a heap of nonsense, the Koan 
is the measure of Satori. Literally the word 'Koan' means 'a 
public document', but it has come to mean a form of problem 
based on the actions and �Lyings of famous mastcn. It is a 
problem which admits of n•o intellectual solution; the answer 
has no logiul connection with the question, and the question 
is of such a kind as to baffle the intellect altogether. Here arc 
some examples: 

• 

'A sound is rnadc by the clapping of two hands. What is 
the sound of one hancl?' 

• A long time ago a man lkcpt a goose in a bottle. It grew 
larger and larger until it could not get out of the bottle 
any more; he did not want to break the bottle, nor did 
he wish to hurt the g<>0sc; how would you get it out?' 

'When the Many arc rcdluced to the One, to what is the 
One to be reduced?' 

'Herc is a man on a tree laolding one of the branches in his 
mouth, but neither clinging to any of them with his 
hands nor touching die trunk with his feet. Someone 
at the foot of the tree asks him, ''What is Zen?'' If he 
docs not answer the qtiestion, he cannot satisfy the man, 
but if he speaks, even :a word, he will at once fall down 
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to death. At such a nnoment, what answer would you 
make if you were heir 

To Westerners these Koans may appear as pure rubbish, 
reminiscent of 'Why is a mLousc when it spins?' But it will be 
noticed that all of these K1oans involve one in some kind of 
dilemma; there is generally a choice between two alternatives, 
both of which arc equally i1npossiblc. Thus each Koan rdlccts 
the giant Koan of life, for t•O Zen the problem of lif � _  t

_
o p� 

beyond the two alternativ•:s of assertion and denial, both_ of 
which obscure the truth. 1bus a less 'nonsensical' Koan is the 
already quoted, 'Beyond alSSCrtion and denial say one word 
of «n, or thirty blows for you!' Every Koan must eventu
ally lead to this impasse. 01t1e begins by trying to grapple with 
it intellectually; it is foun•a to contain a certain amount of 
symbolism and analogy. 'Ihus in the talc about the goose we 
6nd that the goose rcprcsciilts man and the bottle his circum
stances; he must either a ban.don the world so as to be free of it, 
or else be crushed by it, lbut both of these alternatives arc · forms of suicide. What pwposc is to be served by abandoning 
the world, and what can W4: achieve if we allow it to aush us? 
Herc is the fundamental dil,emma with which the Zen disciple 
is confronted, and somch<>W he must find a way through. 
'Ihc moment he finds it t}terc comes the Bash of Satori; the 
goose is out of the bottle aittd the bottle is unbroken, for sud
deiily the disciple has cscaJ?Cd from the bondage of his own 
imaginary prison-the rigic:l view of life which he himself has 

. created out of his desire f 01� poSSCSS1on. 'l'hus to the question, 
'How shaD I escape from t:he Wheel of Birth and Death?' a 
master replied, 'Who puts you under restraint?' 

Many Western students arc under the impression that Zen 
'meditation' (i.e. work on tlbe Koau) is a form of self-hypnosis, 
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The Tec��nique of Zen 
its object being to induce a state of trance. Acting on this 
impression, Mr Arthur W:aley has described Zen as 'Quiet
ism', Reischauer as 'mystic;al self-intoxication', and Griffiths 
as 'mind murder and the �curse of idle reverie' (Rtligions of 
Japan, p. 255). The exact <>pposite is the truth; work with a 
Koan, to be successful, m1ut have none of the passivity of 
Quietism; as for 'mind mu.rder and the curse of idle reverie', 
a few days' sojourn in a Zct1L community would dispose of any 
suspicion of idle reverie, whLile the accusation that Zen is 'mind 
murder' is no more true 1than the charge that it upsets all 
morality. For like morality, the mind (intellect) is a good 
servant and a bad master, and while the rule is for me11 to 
become enslaved by their intellectual modes of thought, Zen 
aims at controlling and sul'passing the intellect, but as in the 
case of the goose and the �K>ttle, the intellect, like the bottle, 
is not destroyed. For the Koan is not a means of inducing 
trance as if some kind of trance were the highest possible 
attainment for human beini�; it is simply a means of breaking 
through a barrier, or as the :Zen masters describe it, it is a brick 
with which to knock at a d.oor; when the door is opened, the 
brick may be thrown awa},, and this door is the rigid barrier 
which man erects between himself and spiritual freedom • 
When the door is opened at the moment of Satori, the dis
ciple passes not into a tranc:e but into a new attitude towards 
life which rdlccts itself in a character of remarkable beauty. 
These misinformed Western critics must be confusing Zen 
proper with a schism certaitrtly as old as the time of Hui Neng, 
the Sixth Patriarch, who rc:marked that there were some dis
ciples who imagined that all one had to do was to sit still with 
a perfectly vacant mind, b,ut on more than one occasion he 
said emphatically that su,ch persons were no better than 
inanimate objects, than blocks of wood and pieces of stone. 
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The S,pirit of Zen 
Far from being an exerclse in passivity, the Koao involves 

the most tremendous rncntal and spiritual struggle, requiring 
what the roasters all a 'grc2t spirit of inquiry'. Thus roaster 
Ku-mei Yu writes: 'Once liiftcd up before the rniod, never let 
the Koao slip off; try to sec with all the persistence you 6nd in 
yourself into the meaning •>f the Koao given you. and never 
once waver in your determination to get into the very bottom 
of the rnattcr. • • • Do not :make a guess-work of your Koao; 
do not search for its mc,miog in the literature you have 
learned; go saaight at it witthout leaning on any kind of inter
mediary hdp.' Once worlt upon a Koao has bee 11 stancd a 
whole mau of ideas will arise in the mind-symbolical mean
ings, associations, possible sc>lutions and all manner of wander
ing thoughts. These must be ruthlessly thrust aside, and the 
more insistent they become�. the more intmsdy must the dis
ciple concentrate on the K•»u itself. saiving to pmcuate the 
dilemma which it presents. from rime to time the roaster will 
interview the disciple to fu1d out how he is progressing, and 
as often as the disciple offer., a merely intellectual and logically 
thought out se>lution the n:wtcr \\ill disapprove and tell him 
to tty again. Ust1ally this process will continue for several 
ycan, until the disciple cvcr1nully reaches a complete impasse; 
he realizes that every intdJ�a.,al se>lution is futile; he arrives 
at a state where the dilemma of life cosbrincd in the Koan 
becomes an overpowering reality and a problem SC> urgent 
that it bas bcct1 compared to a ball of red-bot iron stuck in 
one's throat. Philosophically, we rnay 1U1dcruaud pcrf ccdy 
that the grc=at problc1n of life is to get the goose out of the 
bottle without hurting cit:hcr, to pass beyond a� tion and 
negation, to 6nd release 6�om the impossible altar,ativcs of 
overcoming the world by ancn1pting to possess everything, 
or of letting ourselves be completely ruled by circumstances • 
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The Te·chnique oj· �en 
• 

But that does not mean that we realize the problem as the 
most urgent of all necessities. The choice is between asserting 
ourselves against the world, trying to make all things submit 
to us, and, on the other lt1a11d, giving way entirely to •Fate', 
denying our own capacit:y to achieve anything. Most of us 
shun the latter and attcmlpt feebly to realize the former, by 
clinging fast to our mental and physical possessions, hoping 
gradually to add to their store. And while this first alterna
tive can never possibly be� achieved, since the more we grasp 
the faster do the objects <>f our desire slip away, the thought 
of the second fills us witht the horror of eternal death. If this 
ever occurs to us as a prob,lem it is only in a remote and philo
sophical way; it seems as itar off as the Day of Judgement, and 
since there is plenty of time between now and then we can 
hope for a possible solutic>n to ·turn up' • 

But work with a Koait makes the problem an immediate 
reality, and when the imp,assc is reached the disciple is likened 
to a pursut!d rat that has run up a blind tunnel, to a man who 
has climbed to the end <>f a pole or reached the edge of a 
precipice in an attempt tio flee from a raging fire. It is just 
when this most hope}�; stage has been reached that the 
masters urge their discipl1es to redouble their efforts. A way 
must be found off the cndl of the pole and the rat must gather 
all its strength to break tlirough the tunnel walls. In a work 
called Tht Mi"o' for �, Studmts compiled by the master 
T' ui-yin it is said, • As the inquiry goes on steadily and uninter
ruptedly you will come tc, sec that there is no intellectual clue 
u1 the Koan, that it is altoiJether devoid of sense as you ordin
arily widerstand the worid, that it is entirely flat, devoid of 
taste, has nothing appetizing about it, and that you are begin
ning to have a certain fec!ling of uneasiness and impatience.' 
After a while this feeling becomes intensified, and the Koan 
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seems so overwhelming and impenetrable that the disciple is 
likened to a mosquito trying to bite a lump of iron, but 'at the 
very moment the iron absol1utcly rejects your frail proboscis, 
you for once forget yourself; you penetrate, and the work is 
done'. There is no way of Clcplaining this moment other than 
by saying that it is the time when the fetters of illusion snap 
asunder at the intense pressur1c of the disciple's will. The Koan 
exercise is so devised as to concentrate the mind and stimulate 
the will to the highest degree�, and in its later stages effort will 
be provoked simply by the increasing difficulty of the task. 
Thus when the 6nal dilemma is faced the disciple will mttt it 
with his entire strength, ancl as the tremendous force of his 
will mttts with the stubborn resistance of the Koan, some
thing happens; just at the mc•ment of 'impact' when the mos
quito jabs at the lump of iro11, there comes the Bash of Satori, 
and the disciple realizes that there was nothing in it after all! 
'Nothing is left to you at this moment,' writes a master, 'but 
to burst out into a loud laug:h.' 

Our only means of discovering the why and wherefore of 
this experience is to turn to the sayings of the un masters 
themselves, and to sec if we can gather anything from their 
descriptions of the ways in wlhich it came upon them. A good 
example comes from Hakwa, who describes this last stage of 
the Koan exercise as follows: 'When the disciple grapples with 
a Koan single-handedly, he: will come to stt that he has 
reached the limit of his mcn1tal tension, and he is brought to 
a standstill. Like the man hanging over the precipice, he is 
completely at a loss what to do next. • • • All of a sudden he 
finds his mind and body wipc:d out of existence, together with 
the Koan. This is what is kr1own as ''letting go your hold.'' 
As you become awakened 6rom the stupor and regain your 
breath, it is like drinking water a11d la1owing for yourself that 
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The Te,chnique of Zen 
it is cold. It will be a joy it1expressible.' The important phrase 
in this quotation is 'lettinE; go your hold'. For if the Koan is 
taken to be a way of prese11ting in miniature the giant Koan of 
life, the great dilemma antd problem at which every being is 
working. however wiconsciously, then, in the same way as 
life itself, the Koan can n.cver be grasped. The Zen mastcn 
distinguished between two kinds of phrases (chu)-the dead 
and the living-the dead l>Cing those which were amenable to 
logical analysis and solutic•n, and the living being those which 
could never be confined tc> any fixed system of interpretation. 
Koans belong to the scc:ond type, for they share in life's 
elusiveness and indcfinability. Thus when the disciple comes 
to the fmal point where the Koan absolutely refuses to be 
grasped, he comes also t<> the realization that life can never 
be grasped, never possessed or made to stay still. Whereupon 
he 'lets go', and this lettin1g go is the acceptance of life as life, 
as that which cannot be made anyone's property, which is 
always free and spontaneous and unlimited. The Koan is a 
way of presenting the central f roblem of life in an intensibed 
form. For tfie l1nal 1mpas.se o the Koan, of the living phrase, -
magnifies the impasse al,ways reached by those who try to 
clutch anything that is :iJivc in their desire that it may be 

possessed and made to s11rrcnder its own life to theirs. Y ct 
they can never take hold 1of its life; all that they can have is its 
corpse, which must in titmc decay also. Therefore the Zen 
disciple is given somethititg which cannot be killed by defmi
tion and analysis; he n1ust try to grasp it alive, and the 
moment he realizes, fmallly and absolutely, that it cannot be 
grasped, he lets K9, 1,odcr:sraodiog in a Bash what a fool he has 
�een to d

itZ 
the right of all things to live by tr:Ling to grasp 

them for · own. Thw; at this moment he attains freedom 
�f the spirit, for he realizes the suffering inherent in man's = 
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attempt to shut the wind in a( box, to keep life alive without 
letting it live. 

There arc, of course, variou1S degrees of Satori, and in order 
to reach the highest of these it is necessary to work with many 
Koans. There arc said to be 1: , 700 of these Koans and though 
it will hardly be necessary for the disciple to solve all of them 
before his widcrstanding of Zen is complete, it is exceedingly 
rare that one alone is sufficiient to achieve the fmal Satori. 
In the early stages of Zen praicticc the Bash of enlightenment 
will last only for a few SCC<>nds, while as time goes on it 
will become more permanent:, witil at last the disciple has a 
Satori which sweeps away cv'cry shadow of doubt and un
ccnainty. There arc ccnain similarities between Satori and 
the 'Sudden Conversion' oif Christianity. William James 
gives some remarkable ms�mces of this in his Varittits of 
Religious Experimct, and it bi interesting to compare them 
with the records left by the Zen masters. James gives an 
instance of a man who was trying to pray, and every time he 
attempted to call on God he jfelt that something was choking 
him. 

Finally something said: 'V cn1turc on the atonement, for you will 
die anyway if you don't.' So I made one final sttuggle to call on 
God for mercy, with the same choking and strangling, determined 
to 6nish the sentence of praye1· for mercy, if I did strangle and die, 
and the last I remember that time was falling back on the ground 
with the same •rns« n hand on my throat. • • • When I came to the 
very heavens sec111cd to open. and pour down rays of light and 
glory. Not for a moment only, but all day and night, floods of 
light and glory seemed to po11r through my soul, and oh, how I 
was changed, and everything became new. My hones and hogs 
and rmybody socu1cd changed. 

. James shows that in almost every case the sudden conversion 
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is preceded by a fcclint� of acute despair and wretchedness, 
somewhat similar to the: 6nal impasse of the Koan. He notes 
that Protestant thcolos,r with its emphasis on the fundamental 
sinfulness and impotcnc:e of man lends itself especially to this 
type of experience. 'IEL the extreme of melancholy the self 
that consciously is can d.o absolutely nothing. It is completely 
bankrupt and without resource, and no works it can accom
plish will avail.' There follows the complete smrender of the 
soul to God, which is iin some ways similar to what Hakuin 
describes as 'letting gc� your hold'. A French Protestant, 
Adolphe Monod, speaking of his own experience of conver
sion, says, 'Renouncing then all merit, all strength, abandon
ing all my pcnonal resources, and acknowledging no other 
tide to His mercy than my own utter misery • • •  I prayed as 
I had never yet prayed it1 my life.' Many converts speak of the 
results of this final surr4:11der as giving them an cntirdy new 
outlook on life, where:by everything becomes transformed 
and made full of the GJlory of God. Here it is interesting to 
compare the Zen mas,ten' records of the after-effects of 
Satori; Hakuin says, 'It is like drinking water and knowing for 
yourself that it is cold. It will be a joy inexpressible,' while 
another master already c1uotcd is even more emphatic, saying, 
'As I looked round and ·up and down, the whole univenc • • • 
appeared quite different:; whatever was loathsome before • • •  
was seen to be not�� else but the outflow of my inmost 
nature, which in itself r4:maincd bright, true and transparent.' 
Another expresses it in . a  vcrsc-

Oh, this one rare occurrence, 
For which would I not be glad to give ten tho•,saod pieces of gold! 
A hat is on my head, a bUJndle around my loins; 
And on my staff the refreshing breeze and the full moon I carryl 

( Tr1111S. Suzun) 
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Here we sec that something altogether new has been found in 
the monk's ordinary mushrc)Om hat, his travelling bundle, 
the breeze and the moon. AJ�aio, there is the story of master 
Yao-shan-

One eve he dimbcd 
Straight up the soUitary peak; 
Revealed in the dc>uds the moon he saw, 
And what a hearty· laugh he gave! 

( Trans. SuzUD.) 

Once more we are reminded of P'ang-yiin's 

How wondrc>usly supernatural, 
• And how miraculous, this! 

I draw watcr1• and I carry fuel! 

• 

Turning from Zen to Christtmity we find something closely 
akin to this in another record. quoted by James: 

I plead for mercy, and had a vivid realiution of forgiveness and 
renewal of my nature. 1 When rising from my knees I exclaimed, 
•old things have passed away, all things have become new.' It was 
like entering another world, a new state of existence. Natural 
objects were glorified, my spiritual vision was so clarified that I 
saw beauty in every material object of the universe, the woods 
were vocal with heavenly music. 

But the Zen masters are mo,re subtle and reserved in their 
allusions to the joy of their new life; for some reason they 
do not appear to be so serious :about it as the Christian mystics, 
and only rarely do they speak of their rapture at finding so 
priceless a treasure. They willl describe quite vividly the one 
moment's flash of illuminatilon which seems to shake the 

. whole universe, but as to wl1at follows they only hint, and 
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speak of it in the most niattcr-of-&ct terms. Thus Chao-pien 
writes of it as 

A sudden dash of thunder, the mind-doon bunt open, 
And lo, there sittcth the 4)ld man (the Buddha-nature) in all bis 

homeliness. 

And thereafter they rcfc::r to their rcalintion in terms of the 
most ordinary affain, f:or their object is to show un as 
something perfectly nattll'al, as intimately related to everyday 

,a.a&· e, while the Buddha is jiust 'the old man in all his homeliness'; 
he has been there all the time, for his home is ordinary life, but 
nobody recognizes him!! 

There is a famous Zm parable which fitly sums up this 
particular attitude to li£e. It is said that to those who know 
nothing of Zen mountaLins arc just mountains, trees arc just 
trees, and men arc just men. After one has studied un for 
a little time, the cmptilncss and transcicnce of all forms is 
perceived, and mountaiins arc no longer mountains, trees no 
longer trees, and men no longer men, for while ignorant 
people believe in the reality of objective things. the partially 
enlightened sec that thC1r arc only appearances, that they have 
no abiding reality and pass away like drifting clouds. But, 
the parable concludes, t<> him who has a full understanding of 
Zen mountains arc once: again mountains, trees arc trees, and 
men arc men. 

Thus while the main. characteristia of Satori and Sudden 
Conversion arc the same:, they arc approached and interpreted 
in very different ways. In the first place, Conversion is held 
to come to essentially �lepravcd Man from an external God, 
while Satori is the rca]�zation of one's own inmost nature. 
Conversion takes place when something comes from outside· 
and traosforms the world, while Satori is just seeing the world 
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as it really is, for to Zen the s1upcmatural is natural, while to 
Christianity it is something notinhcrent in 11ature at all; it is 
at cenain times brought to nature by the Grace of God; 
heaven comes down to earth and supersedes nature. But in 
Zen there is no dualism of heaven and earth, natural and 
supernatural, Man and God, material and spiritual, mortal 
and immortal, for ordinary 11r1en and Buddhas, Samsara and 
Nirvana, A vidya {Ignorance) and Bodhi {Enlightenment) arc 
the same; it is one's own spiritual realization that makes the 
difference, and 

The mind is its own1 p� and of itself 
Can make a heaven of hell, a hell of hcavm. 

Therefore the mind is the :key to life, for under illusiol} it 
creates confusion and when ,clarified it reveals the Buddha
nature. 'lhus in Zen, as in ahnost all the religions of the East, 
the essential task is to mast•er the mind. This is achieved 
primarily through the Koan c:xercisc, and to assist this task the 
Zen masters have evolved a technique of meditation or Za
which enables the disciple to r1dax the body, banish wan ering 
thoughts and preserve his nervous energy so that he may 
devote his entire strength to ·the Koan. The clements of Za
zcn were probably derived from Indian Yoga, for a similar 
posture is adopted and care:ful attention is paid to correct 
breathing. But the aims of Yoga and Za-zcn appear to be 
�ather different, foi the kn masters discourage the various 
kinds of trance which arc cc,nsidcrcd so important in Yoga 
psychology. They point ouit that although certain types of 
ttance may possibly arise, they arc not the objectives of the 
exercise; they declare, on the 1contrary, that wisdom can never 
be found by seeking after thc$C static and other-wordly states 
of cooviousncss, for the Cbmcse mind required something 
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altogether more vital and practical. This is not to imply that 
Za-zcn is right while Yog;a is wrong, but that different types 
of mind will find Enlightenment in different ways; what may 
be right for the Indian is ,wrong for the Chinese, because the 
inhabitants of cold or ten1pcrate climates will require some
thing more vigorous than the inhabitants of tropical regions, 
where life finds it possibl,c to carry on with a minimum of 

• exertion. 
The aim of Za-zcn is simlply to release the mind from having 

to think about the body, �Llld to reduce all distractions so that 
its whole atte11tion may be directed to a particular task. The 
periods of the day set asi,de for Za-zcn in a Zen monastery 
(Zcndo) arc thus for intctlSC work upon the Koan, although 
the masters advise that the Koan should be kept in mind at all 
times of the day, whatever one's occupation and circumstances 
may be. But it must be rer.nembered that Za-zcn and the Koan 
are not, in themselves, the objectives of the Zen life. They are 
a form of spiritual gymnastics to assist in bringing about a 
cenain experience, and wh,en that experience has been attained, 
the devices used for produc:ing it can be discarded. For the aim 
of Zen is not to retire for· ever from the world into solitary 
meditation; such rctiremient is only a means of obtaining 
knowledge, which, to be of any 1,se, must be applied to the 
Bodhisattva's task of brin1ging wisdom to all the world. To 
confuse this objective witlh sitting in Za-zcn and working at 
Koans is once again to mistake the finf er for the moon, there
by defeating entirely the Ffurposc oft csc exercises. As is said 
in the commentary to the: Cowhcrding Pictures, •When you 
know that what you need. is not the snare or the net, but the 
hare and the fish, it is like gold separated from dross, like the 
moon rising out of the cl<>uds.' 
• 
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Life in a ,Zen Community 

The Buddha's fust actio11 after bis Enlightenment was to 
found his Order {Sangha) of homeless mendicants wander
ing sages who had sacrificc:d all for learning and spreading the 
Law, begging their means of livelihood from those to whom 
they preachc:d, and living in the greatest simplicity with no 
other possessions than 'one robe and one bowl, under a tree 
and on a stone'. Originall�r they were not ascetics who stinted 
themselves as a penance; they did not regard simplicity as an 
end in itself, but merdy �; a means of relieving themselves of 
all encumbrances so that tl1cir whole energy might be directed 
to the one imponant task •:>f finding Enlightenment for them
selves and for others. Not long after the Buddha's death these 
homeless mendicants beg:m to gather together in monastic 
communities, and as the yean went by their numbers in
acascd rapidly; communities (viharas) began to spring up all 
over India, spreading in ti1ne to Ceylon, Tibet and China, and 
to this day the members oJf the Sangha may be found over the 
whole of Eastern Asia, in the Hawaiian Islands and even in 
W cstem America. 

Needless to say, Buddhism did not escape from any of the 
evils of monasticism. The original ideal of the monk ( bhikku) 
was very high; his social Jfunction was the imponant task of 
acting as 'guide, philosophlcr and friend' to the community, in 
return for which he was S1upponcd by gifts of food. Because 
the principles of Buddhis1[)1 inculcated the greatest reverence 
for all things in the universe, he was careful to use everything 
given to him to its fullcs,t extent so that nothing might be 
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wasted; bis clothes were sup1poscd to be cast-off rags, and even 
when these fell to pieces so1mc goodness was still to be found 
in them for they were made: into mops to clean out the vihara. 
All things were of value, ancl nothing might be despised, noth
ing cast away if it were stilll capable of being used. But if an 
institution which maintairu. itself by begging is to retain its 
original purity for long, its rnembers must be highly developed 
beings, and as these arc fc·w and far between the Buddhist 
monks tended to become lazy and degenerate, living on 
the community as parasite� pandering to the superstitions 
of ignorant follt. Monaste1ries became rich with the gifts of 
princes and wealthy merc]�ants, until the monk's home of 

. 'under a tree and on a sto111c' became in many places a vast 
and highly adorned palace. Cast-off rags became gorgeous 
robes of silk, while the )�cads of monasteries assumed all 
the dignity and even the 1,ower of temporal rulers. These 
developments were not without redeeming features, for the 
increasing richness of the: monastic communities enabled 
their members to produce 1mgnificent works of art to which 
the imagery and symbowim of Buddhism lent itself with 
great case. 

By the Sixth Century A.D•. the monastic Buddhism of China 
had reached a high stage of� devdopmcnt, and the records say 
that there were co�unitJies numbering each a tho,1sand or 
more monks, somewhat sitnilar to the enormous monasteries 
to be found in Tibet and Nlongolia at the present time, many 
of which arc cities in the�elves. From the beginning the Zen 
Patriarchs began to gather these communities about them, and 
just as Zen gave a new lift to the teachings of Buddhism, so 
also it gave a new lif c to m1onastic institutions. The evolution 
of the Zen comm11oity as irt exists to-day must be dated from 
the time of the master Po-c:hang Qap. Hyakujo ), who died in 
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Life in a �'len Community 
A.D. 814- Po-chang recoi�ized the need for establishing 
monastic institutions of a r;ather different kind from any that 
had hitheno existed, for \\rhile the communities of the time 
had become contemplative and other-worldly it was essential 
to the Zen life that it should be in close touch with the ordinary 
labours of the world. If soc:icty was to be assisted in applying 
Buddhism to its everyday life little could be achieved if the 
recognized teachers of Buddhism were altogether removed 
from that life. Therefore P'o-chang drew up a set of rules and 
precepts for a distinctively· Zen community, and this work, 
known as the Po-chang Chi'ng-kuei, bas formed the basis of the 
monastic life of Zen Buddlbism ever afterwards. 

Po-chang saw at once diat if monastic life was to retain its 
vitality, it was essential dilat me monks should not live by 
begging alone. Thus me fiint principle of his regulations was 
that •a day of no working is a day of no eating', and for this 
reason almost every Zen community is attached to a farm 
where rice and other vegetables arc grown for me needs of the 
brotherhood. He insisted that every member of the com
munity must undertake S<>mc kind of labour, for Zen finds 
nothing degrading in cvcr1 the most menial types of manual 
work, S<> much S<> that ne,w-comers to the monastery arc as a 
rule given lighter and mor1c attractive tasks than the monks of 
higher rank. Every institl1tion is, as far as possible, self-con
tained and democraticall�� governed; it has its own cooks, 
secretarial staff, administr�Ltors, proctors, builders, craftsmen 
and sextons, and while the· master attached to each monastery 
has no particular pan to p1lay in the government and admin
istration of the communi�y, he shares with its members in all 
the ordinary labours required for its maintenance. 

The life of the community centres roW1d the Meditation 
Hall (Scmmon Dojo) a large rectangular building, varying 
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in size according to the numlbcr of monks-and it is here that 
the inmates practise their Za-zcn, keep their few belongings 
and sleep at nights. Apart jrom this there is the dining-hall. 
kitchen, lavatories, sick-roc�ms, the master's private apart
ments, the garden, and frcq,1endy woods and fields, besides a 
number of special offices an,d guest-rooms. Professor Suzuki 
has recently (1934) publishc:d a work on Tht Traini,,g of tht 
Ztn Buddhist Mo,,k which is illus�atcd by a remarkable series 
of pictures by Zcnchu Sato, whd is a member of a large com
munity at Kamakura. Thesie pictures do not pretend to have 
any great artistic value, but they give a very definite impres
sion of the tsprit dt corps of a Zen monastery, and one of the 
most noticeable things abou1t them is the happiness and jollity 
of the monks as they go about their various tasks. Whether 
they are chopping wood, co10king the n1eals, washing clothes 
or shaving, there are laughinlg faces and obvious signs of great 
industry. In fact, the indust1y of Zen monks has become pro
verbial, and in Japan when s.omcone' s house is said to be like a 
7.cn monastery it means tha1c it is scrupulously clean and tidy. 
To guard against the dangers of libertinism, life is regulated 
with a strict discipline; all i1111portant functions are carried out 
with precision and regulari��. so much so that they appear to 
be ceremonies. Waste of botch time and material is reduced to 
a minimum, and the mon.k':s possessions are so few that they 
are just enough to make a piUow for him to sleep on at night. 
But this is not because the id1eal of Zen is asceticism; Zen is no 
more asceticism than it is any othcrfonn of life, for Zen is an 
attitude towards life, and as such it believes in using just the 
right amount of time, encrgJr and material required to achieve 
a given object no more an�tl no less. 

While some of the Zen 1rnonastcries in Japan arc treasure 
houses of both Chinese and jfapancsc works of art-paintings, 
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pottery, bronzes, lacquer =and carved wood-these objects are 
not displayed with the �me profusion that is found in the 
temples of other sects. Thlc decoration of a 2m monastery is, 
as a rule, carried out with. the same spirit of economy which 
prevails in the discipline ai1d ceremonial. The aim is that each 
work of art shall be fully �lpprcciatcd, and this is impossible if 
too many arc displayed at a time. Thus the prevailing atmos
phere of a Zen monastery is one of severe simplicity, relieved 
here and there by carefully selected objects of great beauty; 
but this simplicity must noit be taken to mean the mere absence 
of adornment. Zen has sc• inftuenccd architecture and the an 
of furnishing that the ve1ry structure of roorns is beautiful 
in itself apart from any aclditional ornamentation. Thus the 
subtly tinted paper screens (shoji) which forn1 the walls of a 
Japanese room, the wooden frames upon which they are 
stretched, the dull yellow c>f the rice-straw mats (tatami) on the 
floor, and the long, low, expansive lines of the buildings have 
an indefinable, quiet beauty of their own even though made 
of the simplest and most inexpensive materials. The Medita
tion Hall itself is such a room as this, its own object of adorn
ment being the shrine of the Buddha (Butsudan) standing in 
the centre of the Hall "rith perhaps just a single spray of 
flowers set before it. TI1c Hall itself is long and narrow, 
panelled on either side wi1th plain shoji of a faint greyish tint, 
concealing entrances intcl the surrounding courtyards or 
gardens and cupboards wl1crc the monks keep their bedding. 

. Parallel to the walls down either side of the Hall arc low plat
forms upon which the mc•nks sleep and practise their Za-zcn. 
At the time of meditation they come into the Hall in proccs,,, 
sion and take their scats on� these platforms facing the centre of 
the room. The head monk goes forward and prostrates him
self before the shrine, ww�c outside another monk s,,rnmons 
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any membcn of the comm1Lmity who happen to be late by 
beating on a Bat wooden going bearing the inscription: 

Birth and death is a grave event; 
How transiCEtt is life! 
Every minutA� is to be grudged, 
Time waits C.or nobody. 

The head monk then lights a stick of incense to mark the time, 
and when he has returned tco his scat Za-zcn begins. At this 
point two other monks rise �from their scats and approach the 
shrine, bowing to each Olllcr and to the figure of a Bod
hisattva, whereupon each takes up a Bat, tapering piece of 
wood (lttisaku), and after a ifurthcr bow they separate and go 
to opposite sides of the Hall. Then they bcgm to walk back
wards and forwards in front of the two rows of meditating 
monks, keeping a careful lcook out for anyone who shows 
signs of drowsiness. At fir.,t they walk swiftly, but after a 
while they slow down their pace, treading more and more 
softly until they move like :shadows. Suddenly one of them 
stops before a monk who ap]pears to be sleepy, and giving him 
a few sharp slaps across the sl�ouldcrs with the lttisaku, restores 
him at once to full consciousness. After a while they return to 
their scats, and meditation c�ontinucs until the stick of incense 
has burnt down to the end, ,vhereupon the head monk sounds 
a bell and strikes together �wo wooden dappers. This is the 
signal for relaxation and el�ercisc, and at once the shoji are 
pushed aside to let in the air.. Then, f2lling into a column, the 
monks begin to march swiftly and quietly round the Hall, 
gathering speed as they go, :md when another stick of incense 
has burnt down the head nnonk strikes the dappers again. 
Refreshed by their exercise the monks return to meditation, 
and these periods of Za-zail and exercise continue for sornc 
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three houn mitil it is time for the principal meal of the day, 
which takes place at ten c,' clock. 

Every monk keeps a n�.t of small eating-bowls in a wooden 
box, wrapped in a napkin. At meal tim� he tak� these out of 
his cupboard in the Hall. and proceeds to the dining-room 
where long wooden tablles, standing about a foot from the 
ground, have been prepared. The Zen monk has three meals 
a day-breakfast at a litd1e after four o'clock in the morning, 
the principal meal at ten, and what is known as 'medicinal 
food' at five. Mernbcn o:f the Sangha arc not supposed to cat 
after the middle of the day, but since climatic conditions 
in Japan will not allow this, the afternoon meal is called 
•medicinal', being comp�;cd of what is left over from the meal 
at ten. In a Z.cn monastery the eating of food is attended with 
a special ceremonial whilch begins with the recitation of a 
short sutra, followed by the 'Five Meditations on Eating' :1 

Firstly, let us reflect on our «>wn work, let us see whence comes this 
offering of food; 

Secondly, let us reflect ho,v imperfect our virtue is, whether we 
deserve this offering; 

Thirdly, what is most essential is to hold our minds in control and be 
detached from the varic,us faults; 

Founhly, that this is medicinal and is taken to keep our bodies in 
good health; 

Fifthly, in order to accompUish the task of Enlightenment, we accept 
this food. 

- • (Trans. Suzun.) 

When this recitation is �inishcd, two monks come forward 
with a great wooden bo�,l of rice which they serve out to the 

1 The ideas expressed in dw and other 'recitations' quoted arc not 
pca,Jiar to Zen. They have been adopted by the Zen monks as part 
of the usual ceremonial ,,scd. in Buddhist monasteries in the Far East. 
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company, followed by anoth.cr monk who hands out pickled 
vegetables. Another serves tc2, and when all have been given 
their food, each sets a small p,ortion of his meal on the edge of 
the wooden table as an offering to the unseen spirits, saying: 

0 you of the spiritual worlds, 
I now offer this to you; 
Let this food j51l the ten quarters 
And all the spirits enjoy it. 

(TrdlU. Suzuu.) 
Afterwards these offerings arc: taken outside for the birds. As 
they cat the monks continue: to meditate on the principles 
of Buddhism-

The fust morsel is to •!cstroy all evils, 
The second morsel is 1co practise all good deeds, 
The third morsel is to save all sentient beings-
May we all att1io the path of Buddhahood. 

(TrdlU. Suzuu.) 

The repast is continued in si'lcnce, while the attendants give 
second helpu1gs to those who• signify that they want more by 
folding their arms before them; those who have had enough 
simply rub their hands togetl�er as the attendant passes. Not 
a scrap of food is left in the bc,wls, which are clea11ed by pour
ing tl1e remainder of the tea from one to the other, swilling it 
rowid and finally drinking it.. They are then wiped with the 
napkin and replaced in their :boxes, to the accompaniment of 
a fwther recitation: 
Having finished this meal, my lt>odily strength is fully restored; 
My power extends over the ten quarters and through the three periods 

of time, and I am a suong 11W1; 
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As to reversing the wheel 1of ca11se and effect, no thought is to be 

wasted over it. 
May all beings attain miraciulous powers! 

• (Trans. Suzun) 
Or altcmativdy: 
As the skies ue limidcss, 14> shaU be my companion to all scoticnt 

beings. 
The mind released should be &ee and unclinging to things of the 

earth. 
As the flowers of the lotus are lovdy and W1St1incd, rising up from 

the mud, so shall my 1ncditations be even though living in this 
world of illusion. 

With mind so purified I ofFc=r homage to the Buddha, the Enlightened 
One. 

Twice a day the mast-:r of the monastery holds interviews 
with the monks to find 01llt how they arc progressing with their 
Koans and to give persoinal instruction. These interviews arc 
known as San-zcn, and are attended voluntarily. The great 
bulk of written teaching� on Zen consists of records of such 
interviews as these, sevcr�al of which have already been quoted • 
The monk is ushered ii1to the master's room with all due 
observance of monastic conventions; there is 1nuch bowing 
and ringing of bells, but as soon as the interview begins con
ventions arc altogether set aside. Thus the master may begin 
by asking the monk so11nc question, frequently the Koan on 
which he has been wor.jng. Thus Shih-kung asked: 

'Can you take hold of: empty space?' 
'Yes, sir,' replied the 1nonlc. 
'Show me how you d,o it.' 
The monk made a clu.tching movement in the air with his 

band, but Shih-kung cx,claimed: 
'Is that the way? But after all you have not got anything.' 
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Therefore the monk asked, 'What, then, is your way?' 
Immediatdy Shih-kung toolk hold of the monk's nose, and, 

giving it a sharp pull, called o,ut: 
'That il the way to have g0tod hold of empty space!' Or i t  

may be that the monk will 01,cn the interview by asking the 
master a question, as for insta111cc: 

'What do you say when I c:omc to you with nothing?' 
'Fling it down to the grouo.d.' 
'I said that I had nothing, "'hat shall I let go?' 
'If so, take it away.' 
Even to hold on to the idea ·that Zen is to possess nothing is 

to miss the truth. 
Shih-kung's pulling of his disciple's nose is no 1U1usual 

behaviour in these interviews, but this is neither madness nor 
brutality; in so far as it is possil,le to give a rational explanation 
of it, its meaning is to demonsttrate 7.cn by some very positive 
action, showing that Zen is act1ual living reality. Mere obscure 
words or strange movements might be interpreted as sym
bolism, but about a smack on the face there can be no mistake; 
here is something thoroughly .alive, so quick that it cannot be 
grasped, so emphatic that th•:re can be no 'philosophizing' 
about it. Words can be written down; they can be depended 
upon to stay still and imagin.cd to contain the truth, but a 
smack is a smack once given it cannot be called back nor 
analysed nor used as a means of trying to confine truth to a 
permanent formula. Thus wblen someone says, '7.cn is to see 
into one's own nature,' here �, something one can hold on to 
as expressing the truth of Zen,. yet that is to miss it altogether. 
But when the master just give, a smack one cannot hold on to 
it at all, and for that reason he has rcally expressed the truth of 
Zen. 

Sometimes the master of �a monastery will give a more 
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formal kind of instructi<>n than San-zen. This is the teisho a 
discourse on the inner niteaning of one of the 7.en text-books, 
when the master addresses the whole community gathered 
together. These discowrses are usually given at the time of 
year when Za-zcn is pra<:tiscd more frequently than usual; that 
is to say, during the weeks when some important event in the 
life of the Buddha is bcilitg commemorated. These periods are 
known as Stsshin, and tl�e monks rise at two in the morning 
instead of at four, spet1ding almost the whole day in the 
Meditation Hall. San-zen is hdd more frequently, and less 
time is devoted to the or�linary work of rwming the monastery, 
which usually occupies most of the day. The giving of a 
t�isho is attended with nriuch ceremonial and sutra recitation. 
The monks put on a special robe and go to the lecture hall in 
a solemn procession; die master arrives shortly afterwards 
accompanied by two atttendants, and having made his obeis
ance before the image of' the Buddha he takes his seat on a high 
chair, before which a r�ading-dcsk has been placed. Then he 
may read a passage fromL the Zen records, stopping to explain 
various points, or else bLe may deliver a Zen 'sermon'. If it 
should be the latter, unusual things are wont to happen. One 
day a master had just talc�en his scat when outside a bird began 
to sing. The master said nothing and everyone listened to die 
bird. When the song st:oppcd the master simply announced 
that the sermon had been preached and went away. On 
another occasion the master stretched out his arms and re
mained silent. He was aloout to leave the hall when one of the 
monks asked him why he had said nothing, to which he 
answered, 'The scriptur'cs are expounded by the scripture 
teachers and the commentaries by the commentators. Why, 
then, do you wonder :at me? Am I not a Zen teacher?' 
Master 1-tuan once said to his assembled monks, 'To talk is 
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blaspheming, to ren,ain silcn1t is deception. Beyond silence 
and talking there is an upwarcl passage, but my mouth is not 
wide enough to point it out to you.' So saying, he left the hall. 
Sometimes monks will come forward with questions, or else 
the master will ask one of tltem to demonstrate his under
standing of Zen. Thus maste1� Shou-shan began his discourse 
by producing a stick and asking, 'Call this a stick and you 
assert; call it not a stick and )rou negate. Now, do not assert 
or negate, and what would you call it? Speak! Speak!' 
Whereupon a monk came out of the assembly, seized the stick 
and broke it in two, asking, •·what is this?' All these strange 
utterances must be treated iJ11 the same way as the Koan; 
sometimes they contain obscure symbolism or references to the 
sayings of other masters whic:h only learned students of Zen 
literature can undcntand, 1,ut these are only superficial 
difficulties. Intcllcct11al analysis may reveal a fraction of their 
meaning, but essentially the,r are like smooth balls of steel. 
The harder the sword of intellect cuts at them, the faster do 
they jump away. 

At the conclusion of the m2�ter' s discourse the monies recite 
the 'Four Great Vows' bcfoire returning to the Meditation 
Hall-

However innumcral>le sentient beings are, 
I vow to save thcim; 

However inexhaustible the pauions are, 
I vow to extinguish them; 

However immcasur.able the Dbarmas are, 
I vow to study them; 

However incompa�ablc the Buddha t1uth is, 
I vow to attain it.. 

• 

(TrdlU. Svzun.) 
Apart from these spccifi�cally rcligiom and ceremonial 
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activities which have bce11L described, the life of the Zen monk 
is occupied principally by the work of maintaining the 
monastery. But in Zen this too might be called specifically 
religious, for from the standpoint of Buddha-nature no one 
activity is more religious or holy than any other. Therefore 
Zen finds religion in cv'eryday activities, laying particular 
emphasis on this finding, l:or the general rule is for men to seek 
religion apart from ordiJrwy life. In the words of George 
Herbert, 

All may of Th1cc partake; 
Nothing calll be so mean 

• 

Which with dus tincture, 'For Thy sake,' 
Will not grc>w bright and dean" 

A servant witlil this clause 
Makes drud1gcry divine. 

Who sweeps a. room as for 'Iny laws 
Makes that and the action 6ne. 

This is pure Zen, except that Buddhists would say that they 
work not for God's sake:, but for the Enlightenment of all 
sentient beings. Yet after all there is hardly so much difference 
as that between the two, Jfor sentient beings arc essentially the 
Buddha-nature, and to 1;crvc them is to �rve the highest 
principle in the univel'S4e, to work in barn1ony with the 
supreme law of life whiich is that all beings arc potentially 
Buddhas and that at soimc time they must become so in 
actuality. Jesus, too, said that on the Last Day God would say 
to His children, 'Inasmuclb as ye have done it wito one of the 
least of these My brethren, ye have done it unto Mt.' 

There arc innun1erablc references in the literature of Zen to 
the discovery of Enlightenment in the ordinary work of life. 
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Tai-an asked Po-chang, 'I Ii.ave been seeking for the Buddha, 
but do not yet know how t:o go on with my research.' 

Po-chang replied, 'It is v1ery much like looking for an ox 
when you are riding on on4:.' 

'What shall a man do aft,er knowing him?' 
'It is like going home on the back of an ox.' 
'May I be funher cnlight1ened as to the care I shall mve to 

bestow on the whole mattc:r?' 
'It is like a cowherd,' �lid Po-chang, 'looking after his 

cattle, who using his staff Jcccps them from wandering into 
another's pasture.' 

When master Chao-chou was sweeping one of the rooms in 
his monastery a disciple as;ked him, 'You arc a great Zen 
master free from the dust of: evil thoughts, and why this busy 
sweeping?' Immediately th,e master replied, 'The dust comes 
from outside!' One day a master approached the keeper of the 
monastery granary while he: was sifting rice through a sieve. 
The master said, 

'Don't scatter the grains, for they come from our kind
hearted donon.' 

'No, master, I won't scatter them about.' 
'Inc master saw a single t�ain of rice lying on the ground, 

and, picking it up, asked, ''You say you don't scatter them 
about; if so, where docs this grain come from?' 

'Inc keeper said nothing, so the master spoke again: 
'Be careful not to think slightingly of this one grain of rice, 

for hundreds of thousands c>f grains all come out of it.' 
In conclusion it should �.c made clear that not every 2'.cn 

monk desires to remain fc•r ever in a monastery. Having 
qualified as a master he may or may not take charge of another 
community; in many cases he will return to the ordinary life 
of the world, or else bccom1e a wandering teacher of the Law, 
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travelling from place to 1>lace and helping those whom he 
meets by the way. For th,c ideal of the Bodhisattva is not to 
remain apart from the world; it is to be in it, though not of it, 
to be an anonymous force for Enlightenment working in and 
through human society. If' he has any solitude it is the solitude 
which inevitably attaches :itself to great wisdom. He cannot 
isolate himself from other lbcings, for in every creature he secs 
one of his other selves. Thier cf ore if there is any isolation it is 
by reason of the barriers. which others erect against him 
through fear of or indifference to his wisdom. It is not the 
sclfuh isolation of the herr.nit who tries to gain spiritual free-
dom through physical fre,edom, for the Bodhisattva knows 
that the two are independ,ent of each other. A man may be 
free to travel where he lil�cs, but there is no place on earth 
where he can escape from. his own Karma, and whether he 
lives on a mountain or in a ,city he may still be the victim of an 
wicontrollcd mind. for nwi' s Karma travels with him, like 
his shadow. Indeed, it is his shadow, for it has been said, 'Man 
stands in his own shadow :md wonders why it is dark.' 

, 

• 
• • 
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Zen and t;he Civilization 

of th,e Far East 

'The ultimate test of any religion is its effect upon the lives of 
its followers, for 'by their fruits ye shall know them'. There 
is, however, a tendency to judge these effects differently in the 
West than in the East, for Europeans will test the value of a 
religion by the success it :aLChieves in bringing harmony into 
society as a whole, by the: extent to which it improves the 
social condition of the mas:scs, and by its capacity to reach and 
be understood by • all som� and conditions of men'. But the 
religions of Asia were no•t originally intended to be 'mass 
religions', where they ha,1c become so they arc altogether 
different from the forms iI1 which they were first taught, for 
the East regards wisdom lllOt as something to be handed out 
indiscriminatdy to all and sundry, but as the right of the few 
who show themselves cap�Lble of understanding and applying 
it in the correct way. In the West we have a saying that 
'Knowledge is Power', ancl yet we take great pains to convey 
this power to all people, irrespective of their fitness to be 
trusted with it. Thus wha1tevcr benefits may be derived from 
the wide distribution of kntowledge, they arc overbalanced by 
the terrible abuses of knowledge which lie at the root of nearly 
all the great problems of mtodem civilization. Nobody would 
dream of allowing a chilc:l to play with the switches in an 
electric power-house, ancl yet the wisdom of the West, 
which is Science, ao bcco1nc anyone's property, whatever his 
motives for wishing to posKSS it may be. Perhaps the West is 
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now bcguming to regret i1ts wise men's liberality with their 
knowledge, for in the last l1alf-ccntury we have sca1 physical 
science exploited for all kinds of destructive, immoral and 
anti-social ends. At the �lmc time the West has hospitals, 
hygienic sanitation and 01ther material blessings which are 
altogether new to the East; yet it has to pay for then1 dearly 
when the two-edged blade of knowledge cuts the other way. 

The wisdom of the Eas,t is not physical but psychic and 
spiritual Science, and while the results of abusing physical 
Science arc bad enough, t:hc ab,1sc of psychic and spiritual 
Science is immeasurably w<>rsc because it wrecks fu more tbao 
men's bodies. Fortunatd}r the wise men of the East have 
chosen their disciples cardully and have veiled their deepest 
knowledge in myths and symbols undcntandablc only by 
those whom they sec fit to, trust. Therefore Wcstcmen have 
oftm accused the1,1 of jcal,ousy, of selfishly hiding their wis
dom from the masses fo1r fear that their own supre11,acy 
would be mdangercd if t1bc whole world were to discover 

. their secrets. But this is nc,t so; the reason for their secrecy is 
that they have a fu greate1� respect and reverence for wisdom 
than is usual in the West, for while we spread our wisdom 
abroad as if it were some ,cheap news item, they regard it as 
the most pricdess of all treasures. In order to obtain it a roan 
must �crifice all that he has; he must be prepared to go to any 
lengths to show that he really docs desire to learn and to make 
good use of his knowledg;e; in shon he must prove that he 
values wisdom above all o•ther things, that he regards it as a 
sacred trust never to be USC(! for unwonhy ends. It was for this 
reason that Shang Kwang ]nad to cut off his arm after waiting 
for a week in the mow before Bodhidbarnia would sec him.. 

Yet the foregoing in no, way conflicts with what has been 
said about the truth of Za:t being revealed in ordioary life, or 
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Zen and Ci11ilization of Far East 
with the fact that it is perfectly clear for those who have eyes 
to see. For the great treasure which cannot be had without so 
much sacrifice is not Tr1L1th itself; that is to be found every
where with everyone �md everything, whether its presence 
is realized or not; it is no more the property of wise men than 
of fools and lunatics, for the Buddha-nature is common to all. 
The rare treasure is the a,pacity to see Truth. Thus, like every 
other Eastern religion in its highest expression, Zen is for the 
few, though it diffcn fr1om other forms of Buddhism, from 
Hinduism and Taoism, in that it has never had an exotcric or 
popular for111. Thcrefor,e the immediate effects of Zen upon 
the civilization of the far East must not be sought in the life 
of the masses except in s<> far as this was affected by rulcn and 
administrators who hadl come into contact with the Zen 
masters. The effects of Zm will be found in the life and work 
of ccnain individuals anicl of various small groups of people, 
such as the samurai or �warrior class of feudal Japan. In the 
East the effectiveness oJf a religion is j1:1dgcd by its success 
in producing a companLtively small number of thoroughly 
enlightened men, for it �. not believed possible fundamentally 
to alter the lives of vast r1umbers of people within the span of 
a tho11sand years or so. c;reat social changes arc not expected; 
the religions of the East arc more concerned with the en
lightenment of some few individuals than of society as a whole, 
because society is made up of individuals, and will only be
come enlightened whcn11 after thousands of years, more and 
more individuals have p1roved themselves fit for the highest 
bowledgc, until the cl1oscn few have become the whole 
commwuty. 

In the history of the 1:=at East the fruits of Zen are several 
hundred charactcn of such remarkable greatness that by them
selves they would be sufficient witness to the value of Zen, 
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artistic achievements which equal anything produced at any 
other time or place in the world, a forn1 of chivalry and 
military technique with goc,d claim to be u11surpasscd, and a 
sure foundation of cxpcrienc:e for future work on a far greater 
scale. It is, of course, partilcularly difficult to give accurate 
descriptions of the charactc:rs of the great Zen masters and 
devotees, for their greatness was less in what they said or did 
than in what they were, arid in the impression which they 
created upon those who carr1e into contact with them. While 
it is true that many of them were superb artists or warriors of 
tremendous courage, their essential qualities were like Zen 
itself-unmistakable but quite indcfmablc. W c must gather 
our own impressions of ther.n fron1 the accounts of their ways 
of teaching and from the pictturcs of them which have been left 
to us by artists deeply imbue,d with the spirit of Zen. As to the 
accounts of their teachings, many of these have been quoted; 
in all there is something forceful, spontaneous and unhesitat
ing. They waste no words; they avoid all forms of pedantry, 
and in answering questions tthcy never evade the real issue by 
an abstract discourse, but say something which goes right to 
the heart of the questioner, 1touching him personally in a way 
that may be unintelligible to• others. So keen is their intuition 
of another person's state of 1mind that they arc never taken in 
by those who try to deceive them with a second-hand know
ledge of Zen. Master Chu-J1ung was once writing a book on 
the ten laudable deeds of a( monk, when one of these pre
tenders asked him, 'What is the use of writing such a book 
when in Zen there is not cv•en an atom of a thing to be called 
laudable or not?' 'The fi�,c aggregates of personality are 
entangling,' replied the mas;tcr, 'and the four clements grow 
rampant, and how can you say there are no evils?' 'The four 
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clements,' countered the: other, 'arc ultimately all empty and 
the five aggregates have:: no reality whatever.' This remark 
elicited a slap on the face,, with the reproof, 'So many arc mere 
learned 011es; you arc no1t the real thing yet. Give me another 
answer.' The monk was furious, and making no answer he 
was about to go away ,vl1enthe master snulcd at him and said, 
'There, why don't you ,wipe the dirt off your own face?' 

There is a remarkab]lc triptych by the Japanese painter 
Jasoku, showing Bodhidl1arma, Lin-chi and Te-shan-threc of 
the greatest exponents of· Zen. The portrait of Bodhidharma 
is of the head and sho1Jldcrs alone, loosely draped with a 
flowing wrap, which c:overs his head and falls over his 
shoulders, showing just tthc face and chest. The easy lines of 
the wrap contrast sharply with his powerful features, pro
minent eyebrows, a rou,gh moustache reaching from below 
his aquiline nose to the: c.xtrcmitics of a great square jaw, 
fringed with a short busl1y beard. But the whole force of the 
picture is concentrated in the eyes. They look slightly up
wards and to one side, "rith lids wide open, and with steady, 
penetrating gaze he sccn[U to be watching intently at some
thing just over one's head. Bodhidharma is sometimes 
referred to as the 'Bearded Barbarian,' yet in spjtc of the 
huge moustache, shagg)' eyebrows and unkempt beard there 
is something in Jasoku' s J?icturc essentially aristocratic. Herc is 
no contemplative, drea1ny Buddhism; the artist has made 
Bodhidharma personify t:he dynamic and positive spontaneity 
of life. The same is true of his portrait of Lin-chi. Herc the 
master is shown sitting iin the posture of meditation with his 
hands clasped on his lap,, and from beneath a high, smooth 
forehead, the same powc:rful and penetrating eyes arc watch
ing. Y ct in spite of his allmost fierce counteJW1cc, the picture 
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gives an unmistakable imp1rcssion of the deepest calm and 
gentleness. For there was this �aradox in the characters of all 
the Zen masters-the immc,va le equani!!lit.J. and bouncDcss 
�0111pass1on of the Bodhisattva, combinccLwirh a nfalify as 
; brilliant and ruthless as light1ung. This paradox reflected itself 
m other ways, and in Japain we find the followers of Zen 
embracing the two sceminglly incompatible parts of poet and 
soldier, lofty idealist and grim realist. When master So-gen 
was about to be beheaded b1r a gang of n,ffians, he quietly sat 
down and wrote this verse: 

The heaven and earth affo1:d n1c no shelter at all; 
I'm glad, unreal arc body �md soul. 
Welcome thy weapon, 0 ·warrior of Yuan ! Thy trusty steel, 
That flashes ligbming, cuts the wind of Spring, I fccl 

(Trans. NULWYA.) 

So also the great fencing m:lSter, Miyamoto Musasbi: 

Under the SW4:>rd lifted high, 
There is bell 11nakiog you tremble; 
But go ahead, 
And you have: the land of bliss. 

(Trans. Suzun) 

Just as we find these two dis1tinct clements in the charactcn of 
the Zen masters and their disciples, so do we find that Zen has 
influenced the civilization of the far East in two directions-in 
aesthetics and in the military arts. On the one hand it was Zen 
which produced the poetry and other-worldliness of the tea
ceremony (cha-no-yu ), the ar1t of landscape gardening, the work 
of the Sung, Sumiyc and luLJ10 painters, the poetry of Basho 
and the quiet simplicity of Ja pancsc architecture, while on the 
other it was Zen which produced the alarming technique of 
ju-jutsu and kenjutsu (fencu1g), and the stem principles of 
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bushiJo-the Samurai's c1ode of chivalry •1 Thus the paradox of 
7.en was that it could c<J•mbine the peace of Nirvana with the 
intense activity of battle: and the common tasks of everyday 
life. To quote Takuan 4once again, 

What is most important is to acquire a cet taio mental attitude 
known as •unmovable l'risdom.' • • •  •1mmovable' docs oot rneao 
to be stiff and heavy an1d lifeless as a rock or piece of wood. It 
means the highest degree: of mobility with a centre which remains 
immovable. The mind then reaches the highest point of alacrity 
ready to direct its attcnttioo anywhere it is occdcd. • • •  There is 
something immovable within. which, however, moves along 
spontaneously with thiiitgs presenting themselves before it. The 
mirror of wisdom rdlcots them instantaneously one after another, 
keeping itself intact and undisturbed. 

In the realm of aesth4:tics the first important traces of Zen 
influence arc found in t�tc an of the T'ang Dynasty (A.D. 618-
905). At some time dwing the latter half of this period lived 
the grcaftst of all Chiincse painters, Wu Tao-tzu. ?Unfor-

t tunatcly all of his work iis now lost to us with the exception of 
one superb triptych, ancl many authorities hold that even this 
is a copy. This paintiElg is to be found in one of the «n 
�onastcries at Kyoto, ;md shows the Buddha with the t,no 
great Bodhisattvas, �mjusri and Samantabhadrai it is the 

.central figure of the Bl1ddha which holds one's gau. Con
temporaries describe th1e artist as painting 'as if a whirlwind 
possessed his hand' and i1ts influence will ccnainly be seen if one 
looks into the details of this central figure. The lines forming 
the folds of the Buddha" s robe arc sharp, bold and jagged, but 
the face bears an expression of such absolute serenity that it 

1 For the ioftucnce of Zen on the poetry and drama of Japan, see 
Mr E. V. Gatcnby' s CloU4I Mtn of Y omato also in this series. 
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dominates the whole picture, making it a symbol of the spirit 
of un; it is intense liveliness with a foundation of complete 
rest. As the Taoists would �lY, 'Just bcca11sc the axle moves 
not, the spokes revolve: or, 'It is the principle of non-action 
that makes all things moveo' The �me characteristics are 
found in the paintings of the J�lpanesc school of Stimiyc. These 
pictures were executed on a p�Llticular type of rough and brittle 
paper with a soft brush. The medium was black Chinese ink; 
there was no colouring, no elaboration, and the effect of the 
brittle paper was that a strc,ke once made could never be 
effaced, while if it were not to smudge it must be draw11 swiftly 
and deftly. With such materials it was absolutely necessary for 
the artist to paint 'as if a whirlwind possessed his hand'; there 
was no possibility of 'touchintg up'; the least error made itself 
obvious, and if the artist were: to stop and think in the middle 
of his stroke the result would. be an ugly blot. This technique 
was exactly suited to the spir.it of Zen, for it implied that the 
artist must commit his inspiration to paper while it was still 
alive; he could not make a ro11gh sketch and then slowly 6.11 in 
the details, until the inspiratio:n was killed by a mass of changes 
and elaboratiom. He must make the picture complete in a few 
moments, for it was like the Zen master's slap on the fac·�c -
sudden, irrevocable, definite :md livdy; a smack given slowly 
and tentatively is no smack a1t all but a feeble push-it has no 
life, no spontaneity. Similarl)r a picture that docs not catch the 
inspiration while it lives but laboriously tries to resurrect it 
when it is dead is like a stuffed bird in a glass case; Sumiye 
catches the bird in a second b,=fore it has flown away-indeed, 
it allows it to fly away because it has no need to have it shot 
and stuffed so that the artist c:an examine its corpse at leisure. 
Thus the Sumiye artist mus,t always 'Walk on!' for death 
follows life just one pace behind • 
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Y ct for all the suddenness and immediacy of Sumiyc it has 

its underlying calm, and that is in the elimination of non
essentials. This princi1,lc is much earlier than Sumiyc, for it 
goes back to the very J,cginnings of 2.cn and further into the 
philosophy of Taois�, where it was taught as 'economy of 
force'. In the Tao Tt (Ching it is said: 

A violent wind docs: not outlast the morning; a squall of rain 
does not outlast the cLly. Such is the course of Nature. And if 
Nature hcnclf cannot s:ustain her dfons long, how much less cao 
man! 

And again: 

The skilful travcllcr :leaves no tracks; the skilful speaker makes 
no blundcn. 

• (Trans. LIONEL Gum.) 

For the good walker uses just the right amount of energy to 
move himself along; lc:aving no tracks he walks light and so 
raises no dust. The Tao,ist would say that if a walker raises dust 
it is a sign that he is 11sinLg energy which is not absorbed in carry
ing out his purpose; the1refore it goes elsewhere and is wasted in 
stirring up the dust. wrhile this analogy may be somewhat far
fctched, the basic principle is the secret of concentration and of 
success in any form o,f activity. It is to 11sc just the right 
amount of energy requlired to achieve a given result, but as a 
rule man rnakcs his life more difficult than it need be by wast
ing an enormous amount of his strength in every task that he 
undertakes. In the fin.t place, the total energy expended is 
greater than what is re:quired to achieve the task, and in the 
second, only a srnall p<>rtion of it is actually absorbed in that 
task beca11sc it is sattered far and wide instead of being 
directed at one point. Therefore master Po-chang said that 
Zen meant, 'Eat when. you arc hungry, sleep when you are 
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tired. • . • Most people do not cat but think of various other 
things, thereby allowing then:1SClves to be disturbed; they do 
not sleep but dream of a thou1Sa11d and one things.' The un
controlled mind uses up its cntergy over innumerable worries, 
distractions and wandering idc:as instead of giving itsdf to one 
thing at a time, and for this rca:son it never achieves completely 
what it sets out to do, for the moment it begins on one thing 
it runs oif to othen, cxhausing itself with a tremendous 
amount of wasted activity. In comparison with this the 
activity of Taoism and Zen m.ay appear to be inconsiderable, 
yet this is only because they hold strength in reserve; their 
calmness is the result of a onc--pointcd attitude of mind; they 
take each thing as it comes, finish with it and pass on to the 
next, so avoiding all the uselc:ss running backwards and for
wards, worrying about the pa:st and future, by which activity 
simply defeats itscl£ 

'!hus 'economy offorc:c' is chc 7.co prmciplc of'going right 
.., ahead', and in life as well as in art Zen never wastes energy in 
stopping to explain; it only indicates. Just as in philosophy it 
points to 'the cypress tree in ·the courtyard' or 'the bamboo 
grove at the foot of the hill' "rithout further comment, with
out going into any metaphysic:al analysis, so in art it indicates 
the bare essentials without cla'boration. For Zen is to sec life 
for oneself, and if the philosopl1er and the artist describe all that 
there is to be seen, their descriptions become so easily a sub
stitute for first-hand expcrie11tce. Therefore the purpose of 
philosophy and art is not to p:rovide a reproduction of life in 
words or in paint, for the real thing is better than any repro
duction. Their purpose is to g�ve one the hint to sec for one
self. Hence the Chinese anis,ts Wtderstood better than any 
othcn the value of empty spacccs, and in a cenain sense what 

. they left out was more impom�t than what they put in; it was 
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a tantalizing reticence, a vacuum which drew out curiosity; 
they lifted just a com.er of the veil to excite people to find out 
for themselves what lay beyond. This_was the Taoist principle 
�f wu-wti, of arrivinJ� at action through non-action. With a 
few strokes of the brush the Sung artist could aalfcve more 
than othcn could adliicve after weeks of painstaking labour, 
for his strength was iln his 'economy of force'. 

The great Zen paiintcn of the Sung Dynasty (96<>-1279) 
were Kuo Hsi, Mi Fci1� Ma Y11an and Mu Ch'i, and of these Ma 
Yuan was especially famed for painting just 'one comer'. A 
fine example of his wiork is the picture of the 'Solitary Angler', 
where in the midst of a dim nothingness a small, &ail boat is 
seen floating on watc:r faintly suggested by a few soft curves, 
while the fisherman sits at one end with his lilne trailing out 
behind. One of Mu 1Ch'i's masterpieces, called 'In the Morn
ing Sun', shows no si;gn of the sun at all only the dimly out
lined figure of a littllc, bald-headed Zen monk, absorbed in 
plaiting a straw rope: with one end tied to his big toe. The 
only solid part of th1e picture is forn1ed by a few clumps of 
grass and shrubbery al!'ound the rock upon which he is sitting, 
against a light, hazy b1ackground suggesting the morning mist. 
At the end of the s;ung Dynasty 7.en began to die out in 
China, and the art �of the Ming period showed tendencies 
towards over-claboraltion and prettiness. The real tradition of 
Sung passed to Japut., where it was taken up by the schools 
of Sumiye and Kan.o, extending itself beyond painting to 
ardliitccturc, gardcnurig and especially to the aesthetics of the 
tea-ceremony and all that it implied. 

The drinking of tc� had always bee 11 associated with Zen. 
and from the earliest: times the monks used it to keep them
selves awake during long periods of meditation. There is a 
gruesome legend as t•o its origin which tells that Bodhidharma 
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ONM e fdl rJecp d111 ic•g ms 11-:.,JirabO-'$ md was SO fi11ion that 
he OJI olf bis eyelids falling to the gro,,.,td, they at once 
turned into the 6nt tea-plant', md ever aficnvards the drink 
11tade from ia leaves bas kept: off sJcq, and puri6cd the soul 
1'hc ck,cw ,,n of the tea arcmony were brought to Japm from 
Chioa, 111iiw:re the 2m moob med to pau a large bowl of tea 
fiom one to modicr wl.i)c siticing in the Mcdit20011 Hall, and 
the Tang pcxt Luwuh in ms f:arnoas work the CJu,.dm,g (The 
Sc rip<ure of T ca) bid the foandatioos of the ritual and pbilo 
sopby of tea Okak11ra Kak,nn writes mat be ·was born in m 
age whcu Boddhisa1•, Taois,c, md Confuciauisc,, were sccling 
rn,,r,sal sy11rb.c:sis The pantheistic sy,c,bolism of the ri,c.e was 
mgit,g one to ,,.i11or the Unitvcrsal in the Particubr. UJ111,,ih 
saw in the Tea JOCrice the �,,,-e harmony and order wbicb 
,, ign.:d rbr011gh all rbings.' 1\nod,cr poet of the n, 1-e pcriocl 
said of tea: 

'Ihe 6m mp . my Jiips md duoat, me secoc.d cap hreab 
my Jo.xli11cn, the 11.ird mp Sl=• f-5 my VJ•i+osl bci1tg, • • •  The 
fo. ii th cup raica; 5 a slighr pc I >f'U 1000 all tbe W l<'+tg of life p,111'. I 
away mro-i.gh mr pores. Ai tbe 66b cup I am purified; the si1•h 
mp alls Ilk co tbe reaJ11d oi. i ..... .r.,crak Tbe sc1c ,uh Cuf oh, 
bai I conkl ake DO i• +me! I oa:dy &cl tbe brea• 11 of cool • i, -d dm 
riKs in my s1:...:vcs. Wbac is 1Icavm? Lee i•k ride CJD dm swc.u 
hrc- zc md waft away 11.dl;c ,. 

Sa, I, were me feelings that bc:011-e aw.xiatcd wirh tca-drink
ing. md by the rit•+c il ca1,w: to Japan il was no ,,-:re com 
mocli1y� il was so11-:1bing rnoch more rhao a drink made 6om 
d�d leaves, for a 2m r C'OUJd say, 'Mark well dw the 
raste of Za, (O'•) md the wtc of tea (CM) are the n,,-e: 
1'his was ooc only a pnn; gc.dmlly all the v. sthc:ric idcah of 
2aJ bad amchcd ffl( I I ,sci VCS 1to die cat I I IOlly of drinkmg tea, 
fm while tbe 11IO'lb need il b> rc.ucsh tN·••Klvcs ducicag rbrir 
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hard struggles with dac Koan, �hey began to accompany it with, 
all those things whic:h bring quietness and peace of mind. )t 
·was not long before 1the pracnce of drinking it in the Medita
tion Hall was discontinued, and instead a special room was set 
apart for the purpo,se. From this evolved the Tea House 
(chastki), the ' Abode of Emptiness', a frail paper structure with 
a simple roof of ricc:-straw, hidden away in a comer of the 
garden. In this way the tea-ceremony became recognized as 
the most satisfactory way of refreshing the spirit; essentially jt 
was a temporary escape from all cares and cllitractions-a 
j,criod of rest and COlltemplation, of absorption in all that Was 
l>cautiful in nature ai1d art. ' 

.. As time went on the garden in which dac Tea Ho11se was 
built itself became aJlL incidental to the tea-ccrcn1ony, and the 
path of great flat stonlCS which crossed the miniature landscape 
and vanished amon1� the shrubs signified release from the 
world. There was n<> vulgar massing of varied bright colours 
in the landscape gar,dcn, for Zen taste required soft, restful 
tints, while the JapallLCSC gardencn became so skilled that in a 
few sq,,arc feet they could create the impression of a quiet, 
londy mountain valley. Again there was no attempt to copy 
nature, for the most :powerful effect was produced by a mere 
suggestion of the atu1osphcre which Kobori Enshiu described 
as 

Ji� cluster of summer ttea 
Ii� glimpse of the sea, 

, Ii� pale evening moon. 
As the path drew ncait' to the Tea House a large stone was found 
by the way, the top of which was hollowed out into a bowl 
fed with water from. a bamboo spout. Herc the hands were 
washed before entering the Tea House, standing at the end of 
the path in the loneliest part of the garden. 
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I look beyond; 
Flowers arc not, 
Nor tinted leaves., 
On the sea beach 
A solitary cottage: stands 

• 

• 

In the waning liglht of an autumn eve. 

The Ho,1se itsdf was of such :&agile structure that at once it 
suggested the impermanence :and emptiness of things; there 
was no rigidity or formal symLD1etry in its design, for to 2.cn 
symmetry was unnatural and dead, too perfect to leave any 
room for growth and change, :and it was essential that the Tea 
Ho,,sc should harmonize with its surroundings, that it should 
be as natural as trees and unhe·wn rocks. The entrance was so 
small and low that all who ,went in had to bow down in 
humility, while the samurai ruLd to leave his long swords out
side. In the tea-room itself t}1cre prevailed the same attnos
phere of calm and solitude; tblere was no bright colouring
only the dull yellow of the stra·w mats and the faint grey of the 
paper walls, while in the alco1re (tokonoma) was some master
piece of Sumiye or Kano painting, or perhaps a rare specimen 
of calligraphy in plain black an1d white. Before the picture was 
set just a solitary branch of blo•ssom or tinted leaves, arranged 
with infmite care by a hancl skilled in the art of flower 
arrangement. When all the F•articipants were assembled the 
host would come into the room with the utensils of the 
ceremony; some of these were rare objects of art which would 
be passed roW1d for the com1pany' s admiration, and in the 
meantime the tea-kettle wouJld be set to boil on a charcoal 
brazier. Inside the kettle were placed a few pieces of metal so 
that the boiling produced a m.usical sound likened by Kobori 
Enshiu to 'the soughing of pin.es on some far away hill, or the 

• • 
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sound of a cataract m�Red by clouds'. The bowls in which 
the tea was served were fashioned with the very greatest care, 
although they appear to be of the roughest workmanship, for 
the aesthetic ideals of Zen favoured a crude, thick porcelain of 
a colour rarmbling the shades of autunm leaves rather than 
the exq,,isite 'egg-shell' china adorned with birds and Bowers 
which is so prized by �" cstem collectors. __ .. ,,... he objc ""o( 
tlie tea-ceremony was to make the higliest possible use of , the simplest materials; it was the Zen monk's revercnc� for the 
,,ordinary things of life carried to its greatest extreme., Thus the 
participants in the ccren1ony were expected to appreciate not 
so much the intrinsic value of the materials 11scd, but the care 
and artistry with which they had been prepared and arranged. 
Bcca11sc the ceremony c:onsistcd in an attitude of mind rather 
than in its utensils, the g1reatest of all its masters, Sen no Rikyu, 
said, 'If we have naught but a kettle, we can celebrate the tea
ccrcmony. Y ct there ar4: some who ever insist on the regular 
utensils, which is foolis1L.' 

In the tca-ccrcn1ony -v�c 6nd Zen in its most peaceful aspect, 
expressed as the highest spiritual freedom and detachment, as 
an absolute contentment: with the natural sufficiency of things. 
It was an expression of· poverty, of separation from earthly 
belongings, and its basicc principles were an insistence on the 
evanescence of the objective world, a profound love of nature, 
of her unending changc:s, her infinite variety, her avoidance 
of repetition and symm,etry, and lastly the indefinable quality 
called� which Mr .. Waley has described as 'the subtle, as 
opposca to the obvious; the hint, as opposed to die statement'. 
Just as the Koan was a rciligious device, so yugtn was an artistic 
device; it was the mcdtod of demonstrating a truth, not by 
describing it, but by pointing at it so that people might be led 
to make an immediate c:ontact with life instead of being con-
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tent with someone else's vc�on of it. Thus yugtn was the 
'reticence' of Sung and Surr.a.iye paintings-a way of showing 
that life can never be fasteneid down or completely revealed by 
the artist's brush, and that tl1ere is something ungraspablc and 
ever elusive to which the painter draws one's attention by the 
slightest hint, leaving the r�it untouched. A Japanese poet has 
said that the means of penetrating yugtn, of finding out what 
it is that lies beneath the surface, is 'to watch the sun sink 
behind a flower-clad hill, to wander on and on in a huge forest 
without thought of return, to stand upon the shore and gaz.c 
after a boat that goes hid b)� far-off islands, to ponder on the 
journey of wild geese seen an1d lost among the clouds'. Some
how these words seem to c:ontain the whole spirit of the tea
ceremony, for the feelings �which they express lie at the root 
of Chinese and Japanese acs1thetics as influenced by Zen; they 
have that strange, haunting beauty, that atmosphere of com
Elctc frecdo1n from care, ,�hich has made the Cult of T ca 
rccogruzcd throughout ,J apai11 as the su remc method · g
ing rest and quietness to the mil1 an re es ment and insight 
lo fhc s&irit . 
.., Y ct t c .. artistic ideals of 24:n may very easily degenerate into 
sentimentalism, especially when the 'quietistic' aspect is 
accepted without the 'dynaimic' aspect. which is expressed in 
the military ans. The dang:er is in regarding yug�n as an end 
in itself, rather than as a me.ms of discovering a deeper secret. 
The aesthetic tccluuque of 2�n is no more the essential reality 
than its religious teclmique of Koans, smacks on the face and 
abrupt remarks. Many writ�en have sentimentalized over the 
'simple life' of the Zen m<>nk and his taste for unadorned, 
suggestive and unobtrusive things. but that is a life seen from 
the outside. No understanding of Zen could be obtained from 
the tea-ceremony if it were not accompanied by work in the 
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monastery, for there ,was nothing sentimental about the 
masters who used to bole their disciples' cars to bring them to 
their senses, and who e:,cperienccd life 'close to Nature' not 
only when she was warm and pleasant but when she was 
freezing, wet and storm'.Y· The sentimental 'lover of Nature' 
only secs one side of hel' face; when it is wet he goes indoors 
or puts up his umbrella .md speaks of the delightful hissing of 
the rain on the leaves. He does not let it trickle down his neck. 

If anyone suspects Zcnl of sentimentalism, his suspicions will 
be swiftly set at rest b'.y a consideration of the life of the 
Samurai. In sharp contr:ast to the quietism of the Cult of Tea, 
Zen becomes fierce and s,tormy when it is expressed in ju-jutsu 
and ktnjutsu, although t�lere is still an underlying calm which, 
however, resembles the :solidity of a mighty rock rather than 
poetical detachment. }u-jutsu or judo means literally 'the 
gentle art', and while ju:-jutsu is specifically the technique of 
locks, strangles and thro,ws, judo is rather the philosophy upon 
which this technique is based, while the same distinction is 
made between lttnjutsu aind ltendo. u-·utsu is a method of self
�efcnce without wcatons founde on the principle o ef�t
�g one's opponent �fi

elding to him and using his own 
strength. Its origins � be found in the philosophy of wu
'wti, and according to a l1egend it was first discovered through 
watching the snow fall on the branches of trees. On the 
branches of tough and rigid trees the mow piles up until they 
crack beneath its wcig�lt, while thin and springy branches 
simply yield and throw i1t to the ground without being broken 
or bent. Thus Lao Tzu �;ays: 

Man at his birth is tcnclcr and weak; at his death he is rigid and 
strong. • • • Thus rigidity and strength are the concomitaoa of 
death; sofmcss and weakJ1css are the concomitants of life. 

• 

. ( T,ons. LIONEL Gu as.) 
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Ju-jutsu is founded on the n,o principles of wu-wti and • going 
right ahead' or immediacy of attack and defence. Wu-wti as 
applied to ju-jutsu may be illustrated by the analogy of a bar 
of wood revolving about itcs central point of balance. If one 
strikes it on either side of t:he centre it will swing away, and 
the only chance of knoclw1g it off its balance will be to hit 
straight at the centre. But imagine a bar of wood which can 
move itsdf at will, and which is therefore capable of moving 
its centre out of the line <>f an oncoming force. However 
much one may strike at it, i1t will just shift its centre out of the 
direct line of one's blows anca so make its weakness its strength. 
In the case of the human b4ldy the central point of balance is 
at the pit of the stomach; ai1y attack made above that point is 
made ineffectual by bend.int� away from it, while an attack to 
the side is avoided by step1>ing slightly out of the direct line 
and pivoting in such a wa1r as to let it pass. But the human 
body is unlike the bar of wc>Od in so far as it has to stand with 
one end on the ground; th,ercfore an attack below the point 
of balance is invariably suc,cessful unless both feet are placed 
firmly on the ground with the pit of the stomach supported 
evenly above them, neither too far forward nor too far back. 
In this position the legs are :slightly bent at the knees to afford 
a certain amount of ' give', :and anyone skilled in ju-jutsu will 
maintain this position for as: long as possible, moving with his 
feet always the same dis1tat1ce apart (directly under the 
shoulders) and never raisinJ!� them more than a fraction of an 
inch from the ground. J\ttack in ju-jutsu is effected by 
manttuvring one's opponent until his balance becomes un
steady; this may happen in two ways. Either he will make a 

false step so that the body is: not supported evenly by the feet, 
and in this event he e-an be thrown easily to the ground by a 
sharp sideways blow on onic or other of his ankles; or else he 
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Zen and Ci:vilization of Far East 
will unbalance himself �•y making an attack, and in this case 
the defender will simply swing away on his own point of 
balance, ca11sing the for�c:c of the attack to overstep itself by 
finding no resistance. AJ1d then, by p11lling the attacking limb 
in the direction in whichl it was aimed, or by pushing at a part 
of the attacker's body •on the opposite side of his point of 
balance to the part with which he attacked, he is rendered as 
powerless as a falling trc:e. 

Therefore the more force one uses in trying to defeat an 
expcn in ju-jutsu, the more one is likdy to be hurt. It is like 
barging heavily against a door with a weak latch; it simply 
Bies open and throws one to the floor. In this way the ex
ponent of ju-jutsu is like life itself; try to catch hold of him or 
to strike him down so that he has no more power over you, 
and he is no longer there. The more you struggle, and the 
harder you hit, the fastCJr he slips away, for he is so poised that 
you actually push him �Lway with your own strength. 

Coming to the scconcl principle immediacy of attack and 
defence we find that ttherc can be no success in ju-jutsu if 
there is even the slightest interval betwea1 these two move
ments. If one stops to diunk out a counter-move for a fraction 
of a second, one's oppor.tent has time to regain his balance, for 
it is precisely by yielding correctly to his attack as ht makts it 
that he is defeated. If the yidding is at all late he finds just 
enough resistance to prevent his attack from overstepping 
itsdf, and the moment lie finds something which he can fight 
against he has a chance oJf success. The essence of ju-j11tsu is that 
there should never be ainything which can be fought against; 
the expert must be as dlnsivc as the truth of Zen; he must make 
himself into a Koan-a :puzzle which slips away the more one 
tries to solve it; he muse: be like water in that he falls through 
the fingen of those who try to clutch him. Water docs not 
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hesitate before it yields, for the moment the 6ngcn begin to 
close it moves away, not of ic:s own strength, but by using the 
pressure applied to it. The1refore in ju-jutsu the two com
batants move as one man; a.ttack and defence is one move
ment, and there is no strainin1�, no resistance and no hesitation, 
until with a sudden thud one� of the men seems to have been 
hurled to the ground with giigantic force. He has made a false 
step, and his opponent has thll'own him off his balance so that 
he falls with the full force of lus own weight, with perhaps just 
an extra push from behind to add speed to his defeat. 

Somewhat similar principles arc applied in lttnjutsu-thc an 
of fencing with a bamboo substitute for the Samurai's long, 
two-handed sword with a iwigle edge so sharp that it can 
cleave a man's body from the collar-bone to the centre of his 
chest. Wu-wei is not so mw;h in evidence here as inju-jutsu, 
although immediacy of attac:k and defence is again a principle 
of supreme imponance. As before, the pit of the stomach is 
made the centre of activity, aind cuts arc delivered not so much 
with the arms as with this c,entral point of balance •1sing the 
arms as its levers. Thus in making a cut at the top of the 
opponent's head the arms arc: stiff and rigid at the moment of 
impact, the force being dcriv,ed from a sudden forward move
ment of the whole body. Jfls this movement is made, and 
throughout the whole comb:at, the fencer must move as from 
the pit of his stomach, using it as a firm pivot upon which the 
rest of the body can be swm1tg instantly to the right or to the 
left as occasion requires. Here again we have the principle of 
the calm centre in the midst ,of lightning activity; throughout 
the quick cuts and parries the: point of balance must remain as 
far as possible unmoved. TJlterc is no violent jumping from 
side to side or rwming back"rards and forwards, for in kayutsu 
there must be no waste of c:nergy. Therefore the source of 
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strength and the centre of action is kept still witil the moment 
comes for a deathly blo·w, and then the blade is brought down 
with a terrific sweep, e1t1ding in a swift and powerful forward 
movement of the cen1tre, accompanied with a tremendous 
shout, made as if the �•reath were being forced up from the 
depths of the stomach. 

The mental attitude c,f the fencer must be what is known as 
the state of Muga-that is, an absence of the feeling that 'I am 
doing it'. This feeling �, held to be a great hindrance since just 
as in listening to musilc the concept of oneself listening or 
oneself fencing draws tl�e attention away from the melody or 
from the actual movemtents of the swords. The consciousness 
of 'self' must be subordlinated to concentration on the task in 
band, and the mind mw,t follow the opponent's movements so 
closely and respond to them so immediately that once more 
the dualism of 'attack' :and 'defence' becomes a tmity. It was 
this attitude of mind trutt lay at the heart of bushido-the 'Way 
of the Warrior'. In fc11dal Japan internal wars between rival 
barons (daimyo) were frequent events, and warriors went in 
constant danger of their lives. It was the 'straightforwardness' 
of Zen that preserved their mental stability, and the Samurai 
would make frequent viisits to the Zen masters that they might 
gather strength from tl1e religion of • going right ahead with 
no looking back', whic:h tau�ht that life and death were but 
aspects of the same exitstcnc_ and whicb ,bowed Low 'self' 
Dllght be forgotten in its unifo with life. Bushido required 
ultqaadorung loyalty t,o one's ord and master, great physical 
courage and fortitude, and above all this attitude of Muga 
which is described in vvhat is known as the Samurai's creed: 

I have no parents; I malkc heaven and earth my parcna. 
I have no divine power; I make honesty my power. 
I have no rncaos; I make submission my mcaos. 
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I have no magic power; I mal�e inward strength my magic. 
I have neither life nor death; I �e the Eternal my life and death. 
I have no body; I make fonin1dc my body. 
I have no eyes; I make the Rash of lighming my eyes. 
I have no can; I make sensibility my cars. 
I have no limbs; I make promptinide my limbs. 
I have no design; I make oppc>nunity my design. 
I have no miracles; I make the: Dharma my nuracle. 
I have no principles; I make ad.aptability to all things my principles. 
I have no friends; I make my :mind my friend. 
·I have no enemy; I make inca1utiousncss my enemy. 
I have no armour; I make goociwill and righteousness my armour. 
I have no castle; I make immc>vable mind my casde. 
I have no sword; I make 'the sleep of the mind' my sword • 
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tConclusion 

The history of Zen ancl of the way in which it has moulded 
the whole culture of 1thc Far East would require a special 
volume to itself. The p,urposc of this book has been simply to 
give a clue to the spirit «)f Zen and to outline some of the ways 
in which it has been tJraoslatcd into thought and action. In 
writing about Zen ther·c arc two extremes to be avoided: the 
one to define and cxplaiin so little that the reader is completely 
bewildered, and the od1cr to define and explain so much that 
the reader thinks he llll�lcrstands Zen ! Throughout it has been 
en1phasized that Zen is an immediate contact with life, a join
ing of • self ' and 'life' in1co so close a unity and rhythm that the 
distinction between th•� two is f orgottcn, that the desire to 
possess is abandoned bc:causc there is nothing that can possess 
and nothing that can be possessed. The isolated 'self ' no longer 
wishes to grasp at the t:hings which tlow by in the stream of 
events, for it goes forw·ard with the stream and becomes one 
with it, realizing that all things arc but waves in this stream and 
that to try to clutch hold of them is to make them disappear. 
From this it might sccru1 that Zen can be defined as the unity 
of man and the univc1rsc, as the rhythm of the mind with 
changing forms, as a st:atc of 'Onc-ncss' in which all distinc
tions of 'I' and 'not-I', ]mower and known, seer and seen, arc 
set asi�. And yet mast,cr Tao-wu said, 'Even Onc-ncss when 
hdd on to is wide of die mark.' 

For the truth is that iln Zen as in life there is nothing at all 
which one can hold on. to and say, 'This is it; I have got it.' 
Therefore any book about Zen is rather like a mystery story 
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Conclusion • 

with the last chapter missing; there is always something which 
escapes definition, wbic:h can never be expressed in words, and 
however hard we may try to catch up with it, it is always one 
pace ahead. But this is bcca11se definition and description is 
death, and the truth o:f Zen can no more be killed than the 
many-headed dragon o,f the ancient myth which always grew 
another head as soon �LS one was cut off: For Zen is life; to 
chase after Zen is like «:basing one's own shadow, and all the 
time one is rwming a,way from the sun. When at last it is 
realized that the shadolv can never be caught, there is a sudden 
'turning about', a flash ,of satori, and in the light of the sun the 
dualism of self and its sl:iadow vanishes; whereat man perceives 
that what he was chasintg was only the unreal image of the one 
true Self-of That whi�ch he ever was, is and shall be. At lase 
he has found EolightCJJLmcnt. 

... 
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Glossary 

AvmYA: (Sanskrit). Ignorance or self-delusion; belief in the duality 
of'sclf' and the external world., as distinct from the realization that 
both are aspects of the same 'Buddha-nature,' which is the one 
true Self. 

Boom: (Sanskrit). Enlightenment, the opposite of A11idyt1. 
DlwlMA: (Sanskrit). This word lias many shades of meaning. The 

nearest English equivalent is ·1�w.' and the three most important 
meanings arc: the fwidamental Law upon which all the procnses 
of life arc based, the way in wllich the wuversc works; the Law or 
Teaching of the Buddha; as apJplicd to each separate thing, the law 
of its being, its function. 

KARMA: (Sanskrit). Its literal rocaiung is 'action' and from this it bas 
come to mean the law condiitioning action which is cause and 
effect. K4rm'1 docs not mean ''Fate,• except in the sense that roan 
caMot escape from the effects ,of his own deeds, though so far as 
the deeds themselves are concerned he is free to choose. A person's 
lumnt1 is thus the destiny whiclti falls to him as a result of his own 
actions-in other words, the circumstances wider which he lives. 

NmvANA: (Sanskrit). Release fr4)m Samsara (q.v.). The spiritual 
freedom attained by realizing: one's identity with the 'Buddha
naturc' enables one to be free from k""""• for the 'Buddha-nature' 
cannot be conditioned by any :form of action. This freedom from 
lumnd makes it possible to ent:cr into eternal rest since the effects 
of one's deeds can no longer· draw one back to the world (a,. 
Rebirth). If one chooses to cnt:cr the world no more, then Nirvana 
is entered. 

Ramm: The corollary of It""""· The doctrine that each individual 
is born into the world again aind again to inherit the effects of his 
deeds, or rather, that by 2ctio11 in thls life the individual creates a 
fresh personality for himself ini order that the results of his actions 
may be fulfilled in a future lifc� • 

SAMSAaA: (Sanskrit). The alternation of birth and death, sometimes 
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called the Wheel offSirth and Death. This is explained by reference 
to the other alternating processes of life day and night, waking 
and sleeping, the sealsons, etc. Death is only a pause for rest in the 
life-process of the in1dividual and arises because his physical body 
is worn out. But this wearingoutdoesnotimplythecndofhislifc
proccss, and new bodies arc aeatcd in order that he may continue 
to work out his ltornui. 

SUNYATA: (Sanskrit). The emptiness of all separate things as such. The 
only abiding principle in life is the ·Buddha-nature,' which mani
fests itself in separate: forms. These forms have no permanence or 
reality as forms, only as ·Buddha-nature.' For this reason Mahayana 
philosophy declares tthat they arc empty. 

YocA: (Sanskrit). Liter.ally a yoke or discipline; the technique of 
meditation whereby the individual brings himself into unity with 
the Ultimate Reality of the universe. There arc four types of Yoga, 
representing the fo\11' paths to this union-Gnana, the path of 
Knowledge, Karma, the path of Action, Bhakti, the path of 
Love, and Raja, the Royal Path which is a synthesis of the other 
three. A fifth and clcbascd type of Yoga is Hatha, consisting of 
complicated physicall and psychic exercises a spiritual cul-d�s«, 
which, if wiclcrtakcn without the greatest care, is apt to have 
dangerous results. 
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AN E\IERGREEN BOOK (E-219)-$1.75 

THE SPIRIT OF :ZEN 

A Way of Life, Work, and Art in the Far East 

Illustrated with Eight Full-Page P•lates 

By Alan W. Watts 

Here is the essential groundw1ork for an understanding of Zen. 
Clearly and concisely, yet without robbing the subject of its provoca
tive subtlety, Alan Watts, one of the leading Western authorities in 
the field, discusses the many steps ialong the road to Satori-that state 
of exalted being which is the goal of every l.en Buddhist. 

Rarely in modem times has an alien way of life attracted a foreign 
people as suddenly and as stronglly as l.en has attracted Westerners 
in the past f cw years. Scarcely a decade ago the word was all but 
unknown. Today, the word, thou1gh certainly not its meaning, ia 
common knowledge. Now, in a ne,w and revised edition of his f atnous 
book, Mr. Watts gives his readers .a comprehensive view of the world 
of meaning behind Zen. 

From its beginnings in ancient India and its later transmission to 
China and Japan down to a revealing description of life in a con
temporary Japanese Zen monastei,,, Mr. Watts offers a full and easily 
understandable portrait of this imJ�rtant philosophy. 

How does one prepare for the� road to Zen? To answer this the 
author describes the necessary sacrifices and surrenders, the requisite 
self-control, the baffling set of spiri1tual exercises in the form of verbal 
jig-saw puzzles known as Koan, dae importance of mental discipline, 
and the futility of mere intellectuall haggling. 

The tea ceremony, ink-drawing:, landscaping, and swordsmanship 
are other Zen-infused aspects olf Japanese life which Mr. Watts 
examines. His volume, part of the :wisdom of the East series, is newly 
illustrated for this edition, and briings a new understanding not only 
to Zen, but to Oriental culture in iFneral. 

Cover deslSn by Roy Kuhlman 
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